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DECLARATION OF SCOTT ANDREWS

 I, Scott Andrews, declare as follows: 

1. I hold a B.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineering from University of 

California–Irvine and a M.Sc. degree in Electronic Engineering from Stanford 

University.  In various positions at, among others, TRW and Toyota, I have been 

responsible for research and development projects relating to, among others, 

numerous vehicle navigation systems, information systems, and user interface 

systems.  My qualifications are further set forth in my curriculum vitae (Exhibit 

A).  I have been retained by Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. in connection 

with its petition for inter partes review of U.S. Patent No. 8,290,778 (the “’778 

patent”).  I have over 35 years of experience in fields relevant to the ’778 patent, 

including telecommunications systems and navigation systems. 

2. I have reviewed the ’778 patent, as well as its prosecution history and the 

prior art cited during its prosecution. I have also reviewed U.S. Patent No. 

6,249,740 (“Ito”), the Richard Lind et al. publication, The Network Vehicle – A 

Glimpse into the Future of Mobile Multi-Media, 17th DASC, The 

AIAA/IEEE/SAE Digital Avionics Systems Conference Proceedings (“Lind”), 

European Patent Application Publication No. 0 829 704 (“Fujiwara”), U.S. Patent 

No. 5,274,560 (“LaRue”), U.S. Patent No. 6,188,956 (“Walters”), U.S. Patent No. 

6,211,777 (“Greenwood”), and “Plaintiff and Counter-Defendant West View 

VWGoA - Ex. 1002 
Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., Petitioner
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Research, LLC’s Revised Disclosure of Asserted Claims and Infringement 

Contentions, Pursuant to Patent L.R. 3.1 and the June 10, 2015 Court Order” 

(“Infringement Contentions”), dated June 26, 2015. 

The ’778 Patent 

3. The ’778 patent describes an information system for use in an elevator, 

although the ’778 patent states that the disclosed systems and methods may also be 

useful in other similar types of personnel transport devices (i.e., devices that 

transport large numbers of people and equipment between two locations on a 

routine basis) such as trams, shuttles, and moving walkways. ’778 patent, col. 6, 

lines 23 to 24; col. 2, lines 2 to 8; col. 6, lines 11 to 18. The elevator information 

system is responsive to verbal commands. Id. at col. 6, lines 23 to 44. Signals 

captured by a microphone 118 as part of a speech recognition module 104 are 

digitized by an analog to digital converter 141 and processed using a speech 

recognition algorithm to produce digital representations of the user’s speech. Id. at 

col. 7, lines 9 to 13. The digital representations are compared to a speech library to 

identify matching known words and the desired functionality is implemented. Id. at 

col. 7, lines 13 to 16.  

4. One function of the display device includes accessing a network via a 

network interface 300 (such as an Internet or intranet data link) which permits the 

user to rapidly access updated information on a variety of predetermined topics of 
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interest. For example, URLs for news headlines, weather, sports scores, financial 

data, directions to local airports or public transportation, etc., may be provided. Id.

at col. 10, lines 55 to 67. 

The Disclosures of Ito and Lind – Claims 1, 22, 28, and 30 

5. Ito and Lind disclose a “computerized apparatus’ as claimed in claims 1, 22, 

28, and 30 of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses an apparatus that includes 

a CPU as the “main component” of the processing section 101.  Ito, col. 9, lines 51 

to 67. Lind discloses a “network computer” that is part of the “on-board network.”  

Lind, page I21-2. 

6. Ito and Lind disclose “a wireless interface” as claimed in claims 1, 28, and 

30 of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses a navigation apparatus 100 that 

wirelessly communicates with a base station using a “transmitting and receiving 

section 108” that “includes devices such as a modem and the like.” Ito, col. 8, lines 

51 to 57.  Ito discloses that this wireless connection may “utilize systems such as 

car phones, portable phones PHS or the like.” Id. These systems are wireless. Lind 

discloses a vehicle, referred to as the Network Vehicle, that includes “‘smart 

features’ that “are enabled mainly because of the real-time data-streaming 

capabilities over a wireless network.” Lind, page I21-2. Lind discloses that a 

“wireless modem” is used as part of the system that connects to this wireless 

network, as well as a “roof-mounted antenna.” Id.
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7. Ito and Lind disclose a “data processing apparatus” as claimed in claims 1 

and 28 of the ’778 patent and a “means for data processing” as claimed in claim 30 

of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses, in Figure 1, a “processing section 

101,” which includes a CPU. Ito, col. 9, lines 51 to 67, Figure 1: 

8. Lind discloses that the Network Vehicle includes, for example, 

“microprocessors.” Lind, page I21-1. Lind also discloses, in Figure 2, a “network 

computer”: 

9. Ito and Lind disclose “a touch-screen input and display device” as claimed 

in claims 1 and 28 of the ’778 patent and “a touch-screen input and display means” 
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as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent. Ito discloses a display 106, equipped 

with a touch panel, that is used to display information such as travel route and/or 

travel directions. Ito, col. 10, lines 48 to 50 and col. 15, lines 22 to 26. Lind 

discloses three display devices for the driver, one of which is a display device on 

the center console that includes a touch-screen LCD. Lind, page I21-3.

10. Ito and Lind disclose “a speech recognition apparatus in data communication 

with the data processing apparatus” as claimed in claims 1 and 28 of the ’778 and 

“a speech recognition apparatus in data communication with the means for data 

processing” as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent. Ito discloses an “input 

section 105” that uses voice recognition. Ito, col. 10, lines 39 to 47. The input 

section 105 is shown connected to and in data communication with the processing 

section 101 in Figure 1 of Ito:

11. Lind discloses that “[t]he Network Vehicle is created by integrating existing 

hardware and software technologies including voice recognition, … 

microprocessors, … and other Internet/intranet features.” Lind, page I21-1 to I21-
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2. Lind also discloses that voice commands may be used to control the vehicle’s 

functions, including navigation, to “locate a restaurant or hotel,” Lind, page I21-2, 

and that, by using the advanced speech recognition system of the Network Vehicle, 

“the driver can: … request travel directions and traffic updates from the Web or 

other sources,” Lind, page I21-3. 

12. Ito and Lind disclose “a storage apparatus in data communication with the 

data processing apparatus, said storage apparatus comprising at least one computer 

program” as claimed in claims 1 and 28 of the ’778 patent and “a storage apparatus 

in data communication with the means for data processing, said storage apparatus 

comprising at least one computer program” as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 

patent. Ito discloses a “program storage section 102,” which serves as a memory 

for storing the programs that are executed by the processing section 101. Ito, col. 9, 

lines 51 to 67. The program storage section is connected to and is in data 

communication with the processing section 101. Lind discloses that “[t]he Network 

Vehicle is created by integrating existing hardware and software technologies 

including voice recognition, … microprocessors, … and other Internet/intranet 

features.” Lind, pages I21-1 to I21-2. Such integration implicitly entails data 

communication between the storage and data processing components of the 

Network Vehicle’s system. 
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13. Ito and Lind disclose at least one computer program that is configured to 

“receive a digitized speech input via the speech recognition apparatus, the input 

relating to an organization or entity which a user wishes to locate” as claimed in 

claim 1 of the ’778 patent and “receive a digitized speech input via the speech 

recognition apparatus, the input relating to an organization or entity to which a user 

wishes to obtain directions” as claimed in claims 28 and 30 of the ’778 patent. Ito 

discloses that, among the inputs the user may enter into the system, are 

“information about the destination, such as the facility name, telephone number 

and address thereof, and a route search request.” Ito, col. 15, lines 47 to 58. This 

input of information about the destination is related to both “an organization or 

entity which a user wishes to locate” (as claimed in claims 1 and 28 of the ’778 

patent) and “an organization or entity to which a user wishes to obtain directions” 

(as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent). Lind discloses that “[t]he key 

technologies and system components behind the Network Vehicle are advanced 

speech recognition software.” Lind, page I21-3. According to Lind, by using the 

Network Vehicle’s advanced speech recognition system, “the driver can: … 

request travel directions and traffic updates from the Web or other sources.” Id.

Additionally, West View has also acknowledged (and I agree), “all speech 

recognition systems inherently digitize the speaker’s analog voice.” Infringement 

Contentions, at 729. Moreover, it is obvious in vehicular speech recognition 
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systems that a driver’s analog voice is input through a microphone, amplified, 

digitized, and analyzed using a digital signal processor.  LaRue, col. 5, lines 17 to 

30.

14. Ito and Lind disclose at least one computer program configured to “based at 

least in part on the input, cause identification of a location associated with the 

organization or entity” as claimed in claim 1 of the ’778 patent, “receive from a 

remote network entity a location associated with the organization or entity, the 

location having been determined based at least in part on the input” as claimed in 

claim 28 of the ’778 patent, and “receive from a remote network entity a location 

associated with the organization or entity, the location having been determined 

based at least in part on the input” as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent. For 

example, Ito discloses that the user inputs are used to search a remote network 

entity, which is a database of navigation data that is not located in the vehicle, and 

that the vehicle receives position information related to the destination, or an 

intersection close to the position of the destination. Ito, Fig. 1, col. 8, lines 28 to 

40. This information is received by the navigation apparatus 100 via the wireless 

interface. Ito, col. 1, line 64 to col. 11, line 30 and col. 15, lines 30 to 37. Lind 

discloses that “[t]he key technologies and system components behind the Network 

Vehicle are advanced speech recognition software.” Lind, page I21-3. According 

to Lind, by using the Network Vehicle’s advanced speech recognition system, “the 
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driver can: … request travel directions and traffic updates from the Web or other 

sources.” Id. Lind also discloses that the Network Vehicle’s “voice recognition 

technology allows drivers and passengers to verbally … locate a restaurant or hotel 

[and] ask for navigation help.” Id. at page I21-2. 

15. Ito and Lind disclose at least one computer program configured to “display 

said directions from the user’s current location to the organization or entity on the 

touch screen input and display means” as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent. 

For example, Ito discloses that guidance data received from the wireless interface, 

including a “recommended route” is displayed on the display 106 in the form of a 

map. Ito, col. 16, lines 21 to 27, col. 17, lines 10 to 19, Figures 9(A) and 9(B).  

Figure 9(A) of Ito discloses the display of directions from a departure point to a 

destination being displayed on the display device: 
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16. Lind discloses that “[d]rivers can use a head-up display projected through 

the windshield to navigate to their destination.” Lind, page. I21-2. Lind also 

discloses that the “center console’s touch-screen LCD serves as a user interface for 

controlling nearly all of the Network Vehicle’s multimedia functions,” including 

navigation functions. Id. According to Lind, the Network Vehicle “can display … 

appropriate maps or simply provide route directions on the … command console,” 

and Figure 9, reproduced below, is an example of a navigation function display, 

which is shown to be a touch-screen display. Lind, page I21-7. 

17. Ito and Lind disclose at least one computer program configured to “provide 

a graphical or visual representation of the location on the touch screen input and 

display device in order to aid a user in finding the organization or entity, the 

graphical or visual representation of the location also comprising a graphical or 

visual representation of the surroundings of the organization or entity” as claimed 

in claim 1 of the ’778 patent, “provide a graphical or visual representation of the 

location of the organization or entity on the touch screen input and display device 
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in order to aid a user in finding the organization or entity, the graphical or visual 

representation of the location also comprising a graphical or visual representation 

of the surroundings of the organization or entity” as claimed in claim 28 of the 

’778 patent, and “provide a graphical or visual representation of the location on the 

touch screen input and display means in order to aid a user in finding the 

organization or entity, the graphical or visual representation of the location also 

comprising a graphical or visual representation of the surroundings of the 

organization or entity” as claimed in claim 30 of the ’778 patent. Ito discloses that 

the map to an organization or entity (the destination) includes a graphical 

representation of the entity and its surroundings. The above map shown in Figure 

9(A) of Ito includes a graphical representation of the entity (the destination) as well 

as a graphical representation of the roads and intersections that surround it. These 

maps are part of the navigation data that is transmitted from the base apparatus to 

the vehicle navigation apparatus. Ito, col. 8, lines 41 to 50. Ito discloses that “area 

guidance data is … extracted for … the surrounding area A3 around the destination 

PA,” Ito, col. 14, lines 19 to 23, and that “map data of the surrounding area A3 is 

read out of the data storage 103 and a map thereof is displayed on the display 106,” 

Ito, col. 18, lines 37 to 43. In Figures 40(C) and 44, reproduced below, Ito shows 

the displayed images in the vehicle navigation apparatus as including landmarks, 

such as a bank, fire station, and department store among the surroundings: 
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18. Lind discloses that “[d]rivers can use a head-up display projected through 

the windshield to navigate to their destination.” Lind, page I21-2. Lind also 

discloses that the “center console’s touch-screen LCD serves as a user interface for 

controlling nearly all of the Network Vehicle’s multimedia functions,” including 

navigation functions. Id. According to Lind, the Network Vehicle “can display … 

appropriate maps or simply provide route directions on the … command console,” 

and Figure 9, reproduced above, is an example of a navigation function display, 

which is shown to be a touch-screen display. Lind, page I21-7.

19. Ito and Lind disclose at least one computer program that is “configured to 

generate on the touch-screen input and display device a plurality of soft function 

keys or icons, at least one of the soft function keys or icons having a function 

associated therewith relating to obtaining directions, and at least one of the soft 

function keys or icons having a function associated therewith relating to points of 

interest” as claimed in claim 22 of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses that 

the user can “touch an icon of a desired guidance area on the display 106 to select 
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the guidance area.”  Ito, col. 30, lines 61 to 63.  Additionally, Ito discloses various 

icons labeled with the prefix K that assist the user with selecting various guidance 

options. Ito, col. 30, line 63 to col. 32, line 60, Figures 23 to 25. Lind describes that 

the Network Vehicle’s center console touch-screen LCD display can be 

“reconfigured to display e-mail, navigation maps, Web browser, cellular phone 

faceplate …, and more” and that it can display buttons and controls (i.e., soft 

function keys or icons) that are activated by touch. Lind, page I21-3. In Figure 9, 

reproduced below, which is an example of a navigation function display, Lind 

shows soft function keys or icons relating to “Entertainment,” “Navigation,” 

“Office,” “AutoWeb,” and “Information,” at the top of the display: 

20. Ito discloses that the icons K1 to K5 have functions related to obtaining 

directions, specifically to select the “desired guidance areas.” Ito, col. 29, line 66 to 

col. 30, line 3. Lind discloses that the one of the functions of one of the soft 

function keys or icons is “Navigation,” which has a function related to “navigation 

maps.” Lind, pages I21-3, I21-7. Additionally, Lind discloses a soft function key or 
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icon to “start” route guidance in Figure 9. Beginning guidance to a point of interest 

is a function relating to points of interest.  Therefore, Lind discloses “a least one of 

the soft function keys or icons having a function associated therewith relating to 

points of interest” as claimed in claim 22 of the ’778 patent. 

The Level of Skill in the Art 

21. Several years before the earliest filing date claimed as priority by the ’778 

patent, as well as contemporaneously with filing of the application for the ’778 

patent, other automotive industry companies had already developed, and were 

developing, vehicles with Internet connectivity (allowing users to, for example, 

retrieve information wirelessly from remote databases while inside their vehicles), 

speech-recognition functionality, and navigation functionality. 

22. As described by Lind, the Network Vehicle was designed and developed by 

Delphi Delco Electronics Systems, IBM, Netscape Communication, and Sun 

Microsystems. The Network Vehicle developers loaded several computing and 

communications devices into a vehicle, to demonstrate that the technology could 

successfully be used in a variety of ways. The Network Vehicle included a roof-

mounted antenna to provide a satellite connection to the Internet. Lind, page I21-2. 

The system associated with the Network Vehicle included an off-board network 

architecture, including, for example, a home/office computer and an IBM web 

server. Lind, page I21-2. As described by Lind, the Network Vehicle developers 
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provided a Website for users of the Network Vehicle to remotely access the 

computing systems located in the vehicle. The vehicle Website allowed users to 

“plan trips on the vehicle web site, then download them to your vehicle.” Lind, 

page I21-7. 

23. Lind also describes systems in which a user can receive various types of 

information inside the vehicle, including e-mail. The Network Vehicle was 

demonstrated at the Computer Dealer’s Exhibits (COMDEX ’97) conference in 

Las Vegas, Nevada on November 17-19, 1997. At this demonstration, the use of 

the Network Vehicle Website described by Lind, as noted above, was 

demonstrated to attendees of the conference.

24. I have reviewed screenshots of the Network Vehicle Website; those 

screenshots are attached as Exhibit B. I acquired these screenshots pursuant to my 

work as an expert witness engaged by Volkswagen Group of America, Inc. in 

connection with the litigation Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC v. BMW North America, 

LLC, et al., Case No. 9:08-cv-00164 (E.D. Tex.). 

25. In 1997, I personally attended a demonstration of the Network Vehicle, 

conducted by Delphi and a Delphi supplier, at Toyota’s headquarters in Toyota 

City, Japan. At that event, the features of the Network Vehicle were demonstrated 

and the system operation was explained. 
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26. Referring to Exhibit B, as illustrated on, e.g., the “Driver profile” page, the 

Network Vehicle maintained a set of profiles for each driver, including personal 

data, entertainment preferences, information preferences, vehicle preferences, and 

a personal address book.

27. Referring to Exhibit C (VW is working on a multimedia car, Reuters AG, 

April 22, 1996), Volkswagen had also designed a “multimedia car” and presented 

an “Infotainment Car” at a conference in Hannover, Germany in 1996; the 

Infotainment Car included, for example, a PC with Internet connectivity. 

28. In 1997, for example, in the Connected CarPC described in Exhibit D (In-

Car Computing and Communication Enables Entertainment, Productivity and 

Information, Dedicated Conference on ATT/ITS Advances for Enhancing 

Passenger, Freight & Intermodal Transportation Systems, p. 411-417 (1997)), 

communication links were already available for use in automobiles to provide 

traffic information, Internet access to find hotels, restaurants, and travel guides, 

and to schedule maintenance, perform remote diagnostics and receive software 

updates. The “Connected CarPC environment” at that time included both speech 

recognition functionality and Internet access. 

29. The Daimler-Benz Internet Multimedia on Wheels Concept Car, also 

referred to as the Internet Car, and  described in Exhibit E (Jameel et al., Internet

Multimedia on Wheels: Connecting Cars to Cyberspace (IEEE 1998)) and Exhibit 
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F (Jameel et al., Web on Wheels: Toward Internet-Enabled Cars (IEEE January 

1998)), included “an on-board, integrated wireless communication system and the 

computing infrastructure to provide Internet connectivity from the car to any 

specific server on the Internet while stationary or in motion.” The Internet Car 

included “Personal device (smart cards, HPCs) [to] be used to personalize car 

seats, climate, phone numbers, Internet services bookmarks, and computing man 

machine interface.” The Internet Car also permitted drivers to “access … voice-

mail, e-mail, and travel-related information such as restaurant guides and movie 

theater locations” “in a hands-free, eyes-free manner through voice commands and 

speech technology.”  

30. Microsoft’s Auto PC, described in Exhibit G (Jost, The car as a mobile-

media platform, Automotive Engineering International, pp. 49-53 (May 1998)), 

included “the benefits of interactive speech technology, connectivity, information 

on demand, and enhanced entertainment to the automobile.”  

31. Visteon’s ICES system, described in Exhibit H, included a voice-activated 

control system that permitted “drivers to control vehicle functions that are usually 

operated manually,” and “[t]hrough speech recognition, the driver can send e-mail, 

obtain turn-by-turn Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)-based navigation to a 

specific destination, ask for traffic and weather conditions, locate a restaurant or 

hotel, or change the musical selection on the stereo.” Wireless Internet connectivity 
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was included in Visteon’s ICES system and “used for vehicle-to-roadside 

assistance or to receive e-mail and Internet information.” 

Obviousness in View of Ito and Lind 

32. The systems described in claims 1, 22, 28, and 30 of the ’778 patent were 

obvious from the disclosures of Ito and Lind. 

33. Both Ito and Lind describe systems that provide information to the driver of 

an automobile. Lind, page I21-1; Ito, col. 2, lines 65 to 67 and col. 3, lines 2 to 3. 

Both of these systems also address problems related to providing a user of an 

automobile with navigation information, and displaying that information in a 

useful manner. Id. The ’778 patent purports to address problems related to 

“providing directions and other information to a user” (’778 patent, Abstract) and 

to “allow the occupants of the elevator … to use their time more efficiently and 

obtain needed information” (Id. at col. 3, lines 36 to 42). Ito and Lind disclose the 

necessary hardware to receive voice inputs, wirelessly connect to a remote 

database, and retrieve navigation information including maps. Ito, col. 9, lines 51 

to 67, col. 10, lines 51 to 57; Lind, pages I21-1 to I21-3, I21-7. Maps, such as those 

shown in Figures 9(A) and 9(b) of Ito, can be displayed in the Network Vehicle 

disclosed by Lind in order to address problems related to “obtaining and displaying 

information” as stated in the ’778 patent. And providing graphical or visual 

representations on a touch screen of a location and surroundings thereof is no more 
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than a particular implementation of the geographic database disclosed in Ito, as 

well as the databases used in the automotive industry vehicles and systems that 

preceded the application for the ’778 patent.

The Disclosures of Ito, Lind, and Fujiwara – Claims 3, 5, and 27 

34. Fujiwara discloses that at least one computer program is “configured to 

cause display of advertising that is contextually related to the organization or 

entity” as claimed in claim 3 of the ’778 patent. For example, Fujiwara discloses 

the display of advertising content, such as information about the hotel “H&H 

Tokyo” such as room rates, vacancy information, and a free sauna, in Figure 22 

and at 5:53-6:2.

35. This advertising information is contextually related to the hotels that are 

displayed on the map.  

36. Fujiwara discloses that “the advertising is displayed substantially 

contemporaneous with a display of the graphical or visual representation of that 
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location” as claimed in claim 5 of the ’778 patent. As illustrated in Figure 22, 

advertising, navigation, and destination information is displayed at the same time 

on the same display. 

37. Ito and Fujiwara “the graphical or visual representation of the location 

comprising a map graphic showing the location of the organization or entity 

relative to other organizations or entities proximate thereto” as claimed in claim 27 

of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses in Figures 40(C) and 44 that the 

image displayed in the vehicle navigation apparatus includes a bank, a fire station, 

and a department store displayed relative to each other. Fujiwara discloses in 

Figure 22 that the display of a map graphic includes the location of a hotel relative 

to other hotels in the area. 

38. Ito and Lind disclose that “the digitized speech is received via a microphone 

associated with the speech recognition apparatus, the microphone being mounted 

within the computerized apparatus proximate the touch-screen input and display 

device so that the user can speak into the microphone while viewing the touch-

screen input and display device” as claimed in claim 27 of the ’778 patent. Ito and 

Lind disclose “a microphone” as claimed in claim 22 of the ’037 patent. Ito and 

Lind disclose voice recognition systems, and Lind discloses a “microphone” as 

claimed in claim 22 of the ’037 patent. For example, Ito describes an input device 

that “us[es] voice recognition,” Ito, col. 10, lines 39 to 47, and Lind discloses a 
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speech recognition system that “allows the driver to access virtually all the 

vehicle’s features through voice commands,” Lind, page I21-3. Lind discloses that 

a “command and control application, … running on the vehicle’s main processor, 

… controls devices such as … microphone, … and controls vehicle software, such 

as the voice recognition … applications.” Lind, page I21-6. As demonstrated, for 

example, by LaRue, at col. 5, line 17, voice recognition systems rely on 

microphones for obtaining voice or speech input. It is obvious from these 

disclosures that a microphone can be used to input a user’s voice into an 

automotive voice recognition system, such as the navigation system disclosed in 

Ito and the ViaVoice speech recognition system disclosed in Lind. LaRue, col. 5, 

line 17. Neither claim 27 nor the specification of the ’778 patent describes 

“proximate” in terms of how close the microphone and the touch-screen input and 

display device are to each other. Since the microphone and touch-screen input and 

display device described, for example, by Lind are provided within the Network 

Vehicle, the microphone is located “proximate” the touch-screen input and display 

device.

39. Fujiwara discloses at least one computer program is “configured to cause 

display of advertising content selected by one or more remote servers accessed via 

a network in data communication with the computerized apparatus via the wireless 

interface, the advertising being selected based at least in part on an attribute or 
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aspect of the organization or entity” as claimed in claim 27 of the ’778 patent. 

Fujiwara discloses that an information offering equipment 2 obtains “various 

information from an information offering server 3 connected through a network 4 

such as the internet, and to provide it to a user.” Fujiwara, col. 4, lines 14 to 22. 

Fujiwara discloses that hotels are displayed in Figure 22, and that the displayed 

advertising information includes room rates and vacancy information. Both of 

these types of information relate to the “attribute” that the destinations are hotels. 

40. Ito and Lind disclose that “the identification of the location comprises 

accessing a remote server via a network in data communication with the 

computerized apparatus via the wireless interface” as claimed in claim 27 of the 

’778 patent. Ito discloses that the user inputs are used to search a remote network 

entity, which is a database of navigation data that is not located in the vehicle, and 

that the vehicle receives position information related to the destination, or an 

intersection close to the position of the destination. Ito, Fig. 1, col. 8, lines 28 to 

40. This information is received by the navigation apparatus 100 via the wireless 

interface. Ito, col. 1, line 64 to col. 11, line 30 and col. 15, lines 30 to 37. Lind 

discloses that “[t]he key technologies and system components behind the Network 

Vehicle are advanced speech recognition software.” Lind, page I21-3. According 

to Lind, by using the Network Vehicle’s advanced speech recognition system, “the 

driver can: … request travel directions and traffic updates from the Web or other 
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sources.” Id. Lind also discloses that the Network Vehicle’s “voice recognition 

technology allows drivers and passengers to verbally … locate a restaurant or hotel 

[and] ask for navigation help.” Id. at page I21-2. 

41. Ito discloses that at least one computer program is “configured to receive 

and utilize inputs in an iterative or hierarchical fashion to progress through a menu 

structure comprising multiple possible matching organizations or entities” as 

claimed in claim 27 of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses that the user can 

input only the first several digits of a telephone area code as the information about 

a destination, and that the system transmits the searched facilities data to the 

vehicle. Ito, col. 15, line 59 to col. 16, line 19. After receiving multiple potential 

search hits, “[t]he searched facilities are displayed at the vehicle, and the user 

views such facilities to decide whether or not the destination is included in the 

searched facilities.” Id. The user then makes a second input in order to select the 

appropriate desired destination from the list of searched facilities. Id. This is an 

iterative process that progresses through a menu structure.

42. Ito and Lind disclose that the computerized apparatus is “configured to 

provide a user a graphical representation of directions from their current location to 

a business or organization, the graphical representation of directions comprising 

the map graphic displayed on the touch-screen input and display device having at 

least one arrow showing the path for the user to follow” as claimed in claim 27 of 
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the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses that guidance data received from the 

wireless interface, including a “recommended route” is displayed on the display 

106 in the form of a map. Ito, col. 16, lines 21 to 27, col. 17, lines 10 to 19, Figures 

9(A) and 9(B). Figure 9(A) and 9(B) of Ito discloses the display of directions from 

a departure point to a destination being displayed on the display device, and that 

the graphical directions include an arrow showing the path for the user to follow: 

   

43. Lind discloses that “[d]rivers can use a head-up display projected through 

the windshield to navigate to their destination.” Lind, page I21-2. Lind also 

discloses that the “center console’s touch-screen LCD serves as a user interface for 

controlling nearly all of the Network Vehicle’s multimedia functions,” including 

navigation functions. Id. According to Lind, the Network Vehicle “can display … 

appropriate maps or simply provide route directions on the … command console,” 

and Figure 9, reproduced below, is an example of a navigation function display, 

which is shown to be a touch-screen display. Lind, page I21-7. It is obvious to use 
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arrows in the navigation display of Lind to conveniently provide turn-by turn 

instructions to the driver. 

44. Ito and Lind disclose “an interface compliant with an IEEE 802.11 standard” 

as claimed in claim 27 of the ’778 patent. For example, Ito discloses that the 

“transmitting and receiving section 108” in the vehicle navigation apparatus 100 

communicates with the base station and “includes devices such as a modem and 

the like.” Ito, col. 8, lines 51 to 57. Additionally, Ito discloses that the connection 

may “utilize systems such as car phones, portable phones PHS or the like.” Id.

These systems are wireless, and the transmitting and receiving section 108 

interfaces with the wireless network. Lind discloses that “‘smart’ features” of the 

Network Vehicle “are enabled mainly because of the real-time data-streaming 

capabilities over a wireless network.” Lind, page I21-2. The links to the wireless 

network include satellite links as well as a “wireless modem.” Id. The system 

disclosed in Lind includes a “roof-mounted antenna” that receives, for example, 

data signals. Id. As described, for example, by Greenwood at col. 3, lines 11 to 17, 
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it is obvious that an IEEE 802.11 wireless standard can be used for network 

communication in the vehicle systems disclosed by Ito and Lind.  

45. The systems claimed in claims 3, 5, and 27 of the ’778 patent were obvious 

from the disclosures of Ito, Lind, and Fujiwara. As described above, both Ito and 

Lind describe systems that provide information to the driver of an automobile. 

Lind, page I21-1; Ito, col. 2, lines 65 to 67 and col. 3, lines 2 to 3. Fujiwara also 

describes systems that provide information to the driver of an automobile. 

Fujiwara, col. 1, lines 5 to 12 These systems also address problems related to 

providing a user of an automobile with navigation information, and displaying that 

information in a useful manner. Id. The ’778 patent purports to address problems 

related to “providing directions and other information to a user” (’778 patent, 

Abstract) and to “allow the occupants of the elevator … to use their time more 

efficiently and obtain needed information” (Id. at col. 3, lines 36 to 42). Ito and 

Lind disclose the necessary hardware to receive voice inputs, wirelessly connect to 

a remote database, and retrieve navigation information including maps. Ito, col. 9, 

lines 51 to 67, col. 10, lines 51 to 57; Lind, pages I21-1 to I21-3, I21-7. Maps, such 

as those shown in Figures 9(A) and 9(b) of Ito, can be displayed in the Network 

Vehicle disclosed by Lind in order to address problems related to “obtaining and 

displaying information” as stated in the ’778 patent. It is obvious that advertising 

information, as disclosed by Fujiwara, can be used in the systems of Ito and Lind, 
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to “provide a navigation system, by which much information is capable to be 

accessed so as to suitably control the amount of information to be communicated 

and received information is capable to be displayed intelligibly/” Fujiwara, col. 1, 

line 55 to col. 2, line 2. Modifying the systems of Ito and Lind, which already 

transmit map and navigation information to the vehicle, and display map and 

navigation information in the vehicle, to also transmit the advertising information 

disclosed in Fujiwara, would require no structural modifications of the system and 

would not provide unexpected results. Providing advertising information, as 

disclosed by Fujiwara, in the systems of Ito and Lind benefits the user by providing 

useful information, such as room rates, vacancy information, etc., such that users 

can be alerted of services of which they might not otherwise be aware. And 

providing graphical or visual representations on a touch screen of a location and 

surroundings thereof, along with advertising information, is no more than a 

particular implementation of the geographic database disclosed in Ito, as well as 

the databases used in the automotive industry vehicles and systems that preceded 

the application for the ’778 patent. 

The Disclosures of Ito, Lind, and Walters – Claims 8 and 9 

46. Lind and Walters disclose that “the computerized apparatus is configured to 

be transportable from one location to another within a transport apparatus” as 

claimed in claim 8 of the ’778 patent. For example, Walters describes a navigation 
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device that is a portable hand-held unit, which is transportable. Lind describes that 

the Network Vehicle includes “a removable personal digital assistant (PDA) and 

docking station.” Lind, page I21-2. PDAs are transportable devices and are, as 

noted by Lind, “becoming increasingly important in our mobile, connected world,” 

Lind, page I21-5. The PDA described by Lind is the IBM WorkPad, which like the 

Network Vehicle’s center console, includes a touch screen. It is obvious to 

implement the computerized information and display systems of Ito and Lind as 

transportable devices to, for example, allow the device to be positioned in a 

comfortable manner for the driver, passenger, or other user. And implementing the 

computerized information and display systems of Ito and Lind as portable devices 

would achieve no new or unexpected results. 

47. Ito, Lind, and Walters disclose that “the configuration to be transportable 

from one location to another within a transport apparatus comprises the capability 

of the computerized apparatus to be mounted on or proximate to a surface of the 

transport apparatus such that the operator of the transport apparatus can view and 

access a touch screen of the touch screen input and display device, and utilize the 

speech recognition apparatus, while operating the transport apparatus” as claimed 

in claim 9 of the ’778 patent. For example, Walters discloses that the navigation 

unit may be mounted on the dash (which is a surface) of a vehicle. Walters, col. 4, 

lines 63 to 66. Ito and Lind, as discussed above, disclose touch screen input and 
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display devices. Ito, col. 10, lines 48 to 50 and col. 15, lines 22 to 26; Lind, page 

I21-3. It is obvious that the display 20 of Walters’s device 10 could be 

implemented as a touch screen input and display device, to provide the benefits of, 

for example, a reconfigurable user interface, ease of use by the operator versatility 

in the display of information, etc. 

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and 

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and 

further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false 

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, 

under §1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code. 

Dated: _______    ____________________________

      Scott Andrews 

_______________________________________10/30/15
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Scott Andrews
915 Western Ave. 

(650) 279-0242 Petaluma, CA 94952 

Summary
Creative, energetic, and innovative internationally recognized executive experienced in 
general management, systems engineering, advanced product development, advanced 
technology, business development, strategic planning, and program management 

• Vehicle Electrical/Electronics Systems • Enterprise Software
• Vehicle Information Systems • Multimedia/Internet Computing
• Communications Systems • Vehicle Safety and Control Systems
• ITS and Related Industries • Spacecraft Electronics
• Program and Project Management • Mobile Information Technology

Experience
12/2001-Present Consultant 
Systems engineering, business development and technical strategy consulting supporting 
automotive and information technology.
Current Engagements:

Technical consultant to ARINC for connected vehicle application systems 
engineering and development of high precision connected vehicle test bed for 
FHWA (Federal High Way Admin.) 
Technical consultant to Booz Allen for connected vehicle performance measures 
development project for NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Admin.) 
Technical consultant to Booz Allen for connected vehicle standards for FHWA 
Technical consultant to American Association of State Highway Transportation 
Officials (AASHTO) for connected vehicle deployment analysis and strategy 
Technical consultant to Michigan State DOT (Enterprise Pooled Fund) to develop 
a system architecture and deployment strategy for Rural ITS 
Expert witness for Toyota in a case brought by American Vehicular Sciences 
(AVS)
Expert witness for Toyota in a patent case brought by Affinity Labs 
Expert Witness for TomTom in a patent case brought by AVS 
Expert witness for Liberty Mutual, Geico and Hartford in a patent case brought by 
Progressive Insurance 
Expert witness for Ford in a patent case brought by Medius. 
Expert witness for Ford in a patent inventorship case brought by Berry.
Expert witness for Ford and GM in a patent case brought by Affinity Labs 
Expert witness for M/A Com in a patent case against Laird 
Expert witness for VW/Audi in a patent case brought by Velocity 
Expert witness for VW/Audi in a case brought by Beacon, GmbH. 
Expert witness for Wasica in a patent case against Shrader and Continental 

Recent Engagements: 
Expert Witness for Samsung, Nokia, ZTE and Sony in an ITC patent case brought 
by Pragmatus 
Expert Witness for TomTom in a case brought by AOT/Adolph 
Expert Witness for TomTom in a case brought by Cuozzo 
Expert Witness for Navico in a case brought by Honeywell 
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Expert witness for Bentley in a case brought by Cruise Control Technologies. 
Expert witness for Google in a case brought by Walker Digital 
Expert witness for Emtrac in a case brought by GTT (3M) 
Expert witness for Motorola in a case brought against Microsoft 
Co-Principal investigator for Integrated Advanced Transportation System; 
research program funded by FHWA 
Expert Witness for Volkswagen/Sirius-XM in patent infringement case relating to 
traffic information systems
Expert Witness for Pioneer in patent infringement related International Trade 
Commission matter 
Expert Witness for Volkswagen in patent infringement case relating to the iPod 
interface
Chief System Architect for the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VIIC) program 
(BMW, Chrysler, Daimler Benz, Ford, GM, Honda, Nissan, Toyota, VW);
Expert Witness for Honda in patent infringement lawsuit); 14 asserted patents 
dealing with telematics equipment interfaces and functions 
Expert Witness for Alpine, Denso and Pioneer Corporation in patent infringement 
related International Trade Commission matter relating to navigation systems 
Telematics delivery architecture development for a Fortune 100 service provider
Technical consultant to the Vehicle Safety Consortium developing Dedicated 
Short Range Communications (DSRC) standards for safety systems;
Expert Witness for BMW in patent infringement lawsuit (American CalCar, Inc. v 
BMW) included prior art search, invalidity & non-infringement reports, rebuttals 
reports, depositions, etc for 12 patents with 200+ asserted claims. 
Toyota Motor Sales – 10 year technology survey; 
Connected Vehicle Trade Association- Transferred AMI-C specifications to ISO 
TC 22, TC 204 AND OSGi. Developed OSGi Vehicle Interface Specification; 
Personal navigation device product feature and opportunity analyses for Thales-
Magellan and Rand McNally 

4/2000 to 12/2001 Cogenia, Inc.
President and Chief Executive Officer, Founder 
Founded company in 2000 to develop enterprise class data management software system.  
Responsibilities included development of business concept and plan, corporate 
administration including financial and legal management, leadership of executive team in 
product development, fundraising, business development, organizational development, 
and investor relations. Raised $2.2M between 8/00 and 5/01 from individuals and funds; 

1996 to 4/2000   Toyota Motor Corporation, Japan 
Project General Manager, R&D Management Division 
Responsibilities included the conceptualization and development of multimedia and new 
technology products and services for Toyota's future generations of passenger vehicles in 
the United States and Europe, Heavy emphasis on strategy for information systems, and 
on development of technical concepts for computing and Internet oriented systems. 
Working under direction of Toyota board members, established the Automotive 
Multimedia Interface Collaboration (AMI-C), a partnership of the world's car makers to 
develop a uniform computing architecture for vehicle multimedia systems, and led all 
early technical, planning and legal work. Past responsibilities included leading Toyota's 
US Automated Highway Systems program, management of technical contracts with 
Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Lab (Image based collision warning systems), and 
the development of Toyota's position on the US Intelligent Vehicle Initiative. 
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1983 to 1996 TRW, Inc. 
Held a series of increasingly responsible positions in program management, technology 
development and business development. 

1993 to 1996   TRW Automotive Electronics Group 
Director, Advanced Product Planning/Development 
Specific responsibilities included leadership and overall management of advanced 
development programs such as Automotive Radar, Adaptive Cruise Control, 
Occupant Sensing, In Vehicle Information Systems, and other emerging 
transportation products; Managed remotely located advanced development laboratory 
performing approximately $6M in annual development projects.    
1983 to 1993 TRW Space & Electronics Group 
Manager, MMIC Products Organization 
Developed TRW's commercial GaAs MMIC business. Responsibilities included 
development of business strategy and business plan, and overall management of 
customer and R&D programs. Developed extensive international business base and 
took operation from start-up to $5M sales per year in under two years. Developed the 
first single chip 94 GHz Radar (Used for automotive cruise control and anti collision 
systems).

1979-1983  Teledyne Microwave 
Developed high reliability microwave components. Developed CAD tools.
1977-1979  Ford Aerospace, Advanced Development Operation 
Designed, tested and delivered microwave radar receiver systems

Education
MSEE Stanford University, 1982 
BSEE University of CA, Irvine 1977 
TRW Senior Leadership Program 1992 

Publications

1. Two Dimensional Vehicle Control for Obstacle Avoidance in Multi-Lane Traffic 

Environments; Published in the proceedings of the 1998 IEEE International 

Conference on Intelligent Vehicles. 

2. Automotive Multimedia Interface Collaboration; Briefing Presented to the 9th

VERTIS Symposium, April 1999, Tokyo Japan. 

3. Privacy and Authenticity in Telematics Systems; Published in the Proceedings of 

the Society of Automotive Engineers World Congress, 1999 

4. Automated Highway Systems Acceptance and Liability; Briefing presented to the 

Automated Vehicle Guidance Demo 98 Conference, Rinjwoude, The Netherlands, 

June1998.

5. What is Telematics? Briefing presented at IIR Telematics Conference Scottsdale, 

AZ, December 2001 
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6. Advanced Telematics Services: A Hard Look at Reality; Briefing presented at IIR 

Telematics Conference Scottsdale, AZ, December 2001 

7. Consumer Electronics and Telematics; Briefing presented at Eye For Auto 

Telematics Update Conference Las Vegas, NV, January 2003 

8. The Automotive Multimedia Interface Collaboration Software and Network 

Architecture: Extending the Concept of Platform Independent Computing; 

Briefing Presented to the Future Generation Software Architectures in the 

Automotive Domain Conference, San Diego, CA, January 2004 

9. Quality, Choice and Value: How New Architectures are Changing the Vehicle 

Lifecycle; Briefing presented at IEEE Convergence Conference, October 2004 

10. Critical Standards for the Next Generation of Telematics Systems and Services; 

Briefing presented at the Telematics Update Conference, December 2004 

11. VII System Overview; Briefing presented To Transportation Research Board, ITS 

and V-HA Committees 2007 Mid-Year Meeting; July 2007 

12. Testing and Development of In-Vehicle Equipment and 

Private Applications (P08-1634); Briefing presented to the Transportation 

Research Board Annual Meeting, Washington, DC, January 2008 

13. A Comparison of Communications Systems for VII; Presented at the ITS World 

Congress, New York, NY, October, 2008 

14. Vehicle Infrastructure Integration Systems Overview; Presented at the ITS 

America Annual Meeting, June 1 2009, National Harbor, Maryland 

15. Telematics Standards: Logical Next Steps; ITS International, August 2009 

16. IntelliDriveSM Overview; ITS International, May 2009 

17. Time Synchronization and Positioning Accuracy in 

Cooperative IntelliDriveSM Systems; Presented at the 2010 ITS America Annual 

Meeting, June 2010, Houston, Texas 

Patents
1. Mobile Body Reporting Device And Its System; Patent Number: JP11118902; 

4/30/1999

2. Multiformat Auto-Handoff Communications Handset; Patent Number: 

US5649308; 07/15/1997
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3. A Communications Terminal Device, A Communications System, And A Storing 

Medium For Storing A Program To Control Data Processing By The 

Communications Terminal Device; Patent Number: EP0867850, A3; 09/30/1998

4. Communication System For Controlling Data Processing According To A State 

Of A Communication Terminal Device; Patent Number: US 6122682 3/23/1998

5. Method And Apparatus For Controlling An Adjustable Device; Patent Number: 

US5864105; 01/26/1999

6. Automatic Brake Device; Patent Number: JP2000108866; 4/18/2000

7. Visual Field Base Display System; Patent Number: JP2000029618; 01/28/2000

8. Intersection Warning System; Patent Number: US5926114; 07/20/1999

9. Security For Anonymous Vehicular Broadcast Messages; Patent Number: US 

7742603 3/27/2006

10. Digital Certificate Pool; Patent Number: US7734050 3/27/2006

11. System, Method And Computer Program Product For Sharing Information In A 

Distributed Framework; Patent Number: US 7802263 12/15/2003
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22 em was was via .2»; mos INTERNE In-r.;. 5_2

REUTERS Ac Mondax, 22 Agril 1996 15:58:11

3:45 P.M. Apr 22 VW <VOWG.F> is working on a multimedia car

Hanover(Reuter) - Engineers of the Volkswagen company are working on a multimedia car. In addition to

the traffic radio that today is considered standard equipment already, the vehicle, which is filled with high-

tech components, will be fitted with CD player, video recorder, telephone, navigation system, a notebook

computer, as well as external cameras, according to the manager of Electronic Research, Ralf Bergholz,

speaking on Monday at the Hanover fair. The Wolfsburg company presented an “infotainment car’ based

on a “Sharan” at the trade show, which is equipped with monitors for the front seat passenger and the rear
seats.

Each passenger was said to be able to select an individual program in the vehicle and listen to it with

headphones. Available as image sources are a TV receiver, a video recorder, a CD player as well as a PC

with Internet connection. Only the driver is prevented from watching TV, for reasons of safety. Instead, an

on-board computer informs him about vehicle data such as the gas level, speed, or the engine's rotational

speed. If desired. a navigation system may be displayed on the screen instead of the engine speed. Two

cameras in each bumper also make it easier to park in small parking spaces.\

According to information from Bergholz, there are currently no specific plans for a market introduction of

the multimedia car with the “feel of a living room”. However, VW is assuming that such a vehicle could exist
in certain market areas.
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:2 APR ~35 17:35 W 9:; woa INTERN: Ivar.) .32

REUTERS AG Monday. 22 Agril 1996 15:58:11
15:45 22 Apr VW <VOWG.F> arbeitet an Multimedia-Auto

Hannover (Reuter) - lngenieure des Volkswagen-Konzems arbeiten an einem Mu|timedia~Au1o. Des
mit High-Tech vollgestopfte Gefahrt solle fiber die benefits heute iiblichen Verkehrsfunkradios hinaus mic
CD-Player. Vldeorecorder, Telefon. Navigatonssystem. einem Nokebook-Computer sowie
Aursenkameras ausgestattet sein, sagte der Leiter der VW-Eleklronikforschung, Ralf Bergholz, am
Montag auf der Hannover Messe. Die Woifsburger prasentieren auf der lndustrieschau ein
"Infotainment Car" auf der Basis eines "Sharan", das mit Monitoren for den Beifahrer und die hintaren

Sltzreihen ausgestattet ist

In dam Fahrzeug kbnne jeder Passagier individual! eln Programm wahlen und mit Kopfhorern
abhdren. AI: Bildquellen stcxnden ein Fernsehempfélnger. ein wdeoreoorder, ein CD-Player sowie eln

PC mit Internetansohluls zur Verfugung. Nur dam Fuhrer sei es aus Slcherheitsgrflnden varwehrt, dem
Fernsehen zu fronen. Dafilr werde er uber einen Bordcomputer mlt Fahrzeugdalen wie Tankinhalt,
Geschwindigkeit odor Motordrehzahl informiert. Auf wunsch konne statt der Drehzahl eln

Navigationssystem eingeblendet werden. Jeweils zwel Kameras in den Stotsstangen erleichterten
zudem das Einparken in engen Parklucken.

Nach Bergholr Angaben gibt es bisher keine konkreten Plane zur Marktelnffihrung des multimedialen
Autos mit dem "Ambiente elnes Wohnzimmers". VW gehe allerdings davon aus, dell ein solches
Gefahrt in bestimmtan Marktbareichen bestehen kbnne.

seilfgc
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<VOWG.F>
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JIM-CAR COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATION
ENABLES ENTERTAINMENT,

PRODUCTIVITY AND INFORMATION
Mr Altnether, ‘

Intel Corporation,
USA

97A'l'I‘073

Abstract: PC technology and applications continue to expand at an exponential rate. Many of these

elements can be adapted to the automobile’ to provide new levels of entertainment, productivity and
communication. In addition, new application requirements for the automobile such as navigation

and real time traffic information are rapidly evolving. A system incorporating the Intel architecture

provides the performance and flexibility to implement these fiinctions. Examined in this paper are
the architectural requirements and how they can be satisfied with the established Intel Architecture.
Other factors, such as tools, and existing applications that can be utilised for quick development

time and time-to-market will also be investigated.

Introduction: A number new applications and appliances are beginning to find their way into the
automobile. Some of them are portable, allowing their use within the automobile. Each is a stand

alone unit offering a dedicated service with little or no interaction with the other appliances. This

not only limits the functionality but increases the cost because many of the functions are duplicated

within each unit. For example, each usually has an embedded processor and a man-machine

interface such as a display.

The first is the cellular telephone. According to Datatquest. approximately 60 niillion cellular

phones will be shipped in 1997 with a 22% CAGR. This is fueled by the decreasing costs of
equipment and air time. In the beginning. standard personal cellular were used in the automobile.
This provided both business and personal communication and is also used for emergency services.
Currently cellular telephones are being integrated into the automobile with hands free operation.

With services such as GSM, both voice and data can be transmitted. but few applications currently

exist for digital data communication. This will change dramatically over the next few years.

Navigation systems are also beginning to be integrated into automobiles. Based on GPS technology

many systems incorporate accelerometers or gyros td augment the accuracy ofithe GPS. In Europe
alone this segment has grown at a 36% CAGR since 1993 (source: Dataquest). Navigation has two

componts: location and route planning. Location defines where the car is and establishes the‘

beginning point for navigation. In addition, the location can be used as part of the safety

component. Emergency road service would also require this information. as could the theft

monitoring.

Today. route planning is static. This feature is available with a number of GPS system or navigation

systems such as the “Never lost" system in Hertz rental automobiles. The assmnption is that the

stored information is current and no changes have occurred in the physical streets. lfroad

construction closes a road and forces the automobile to deviate from the system’s expected route, a

new route will be recalculated usually through the same closed road. Real time information is

required to eliminate this problem. Here is the beginning of integrating functionality. Information
is received through the communibation link. Real time traffic information is provided via one of
the communication links. Information has a broader nieaning than traffic infonnation. Both voice

411
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and data informatiori are Voice for the normal human communications and messaging and
data for a variety of functions: traffic information, intemet access to find hotels. restaurants, travel
guides and electronic forms of communication such as faxes. At another level, the data
communication‘channel can be used by the automobile to schedule maintenance, perform remote

diagnostics and receive software updates for various components.

Another application that is being incorporated within the automobile is entertainment capability.

This in the form of games, movies and television. Systems by Clarion and Fujitsu Ten are already

on the market. These are proving indispensable on long trips or to occupy children.

In vehicle applications are comprised of four segments: information, safety, infotainment and

productivity. Information includes trip guidance, route planning, points of interest and congestion

avoidance. Safety comprehends: emergency location. vehicle immobilization. operator

identification. and weather information. Infotainment for the driver provides user delectable news
and music on demand; while for the passenger there are PC games, movies, news and intemet

surfing. Productivity is provided by hands free phone, FAX/modem, voice and email messaging

and personal itinerary.

Discussion: All of these applications and functions can be satisfied with a PC. Several

environmental trends are validating this. First there is a decreasing cost for communication and

computing. PCs that one year ago cost $4000 now sell for $2000 with twice the performance.

Secondly, there is a universal acceptance of portable computing.‘ This segment is growing faster

than the desktop. Next. there is a convergence of computing and communication. All new PCs sold
now contain a modem, cellular phone interface or a wire connection. Finally, the information

services available via internet continues to accelerate. The cost, mobility, communication and

portability of PCs can be effectively used in the automobile to meet the emerging requirements. The

PC technology offers a number of reasons to be migrated into the automobile: established base easy

to integrate existing hardware and software, existing hardware and software standards. existing

relationship between home and office PCs, ever expanding market that can be followed for low cost

advantage, and existing tools and development environment.

The PC began as a tool to enhance productivity in the office and business environment. Many of
the application suites were developed to provide word processing, document control, financial

analysis and inventory control. Made possible by the PC was distributed processing, which made

the PC a tool of individuals increasing their productivity. This individual productivity was carried

into the home both as a spill-over from work and because the.horr_re is a small business and can take
advantage of the‘ office applications. Because the,PC is not 100% utilised at home, entertainment’s

such as games were a natural filler for this free time. Today a link exists between the home and

office computers and the natural extension is into the automobile.

The automobile did not participate in theé£’@,*I’¢V9lution becayse the applications required wefq '1 J 3
different that those of the office and home environment and required higher performance and I J
functionality. Also, the simultaneous operation of two machines (the automobile apd the personal
computer) that each required attention was thought of as a safety hazard. Personal computers and ‘

their software have advanced to a stage where they can meet the automotive requirements.

The advent and enthusiastic acceptance of the personal computer has enabled information on
demand. both processed or communicated information. ‘The populace has accepted this, and is’
Iecognizing the necessity for this functionality in the automobile. The automobile has been the last

bastion of unstructured time. The necessity for these functions is becoming apparent in four types

of applications which are evolving: navigation, information, entertainment and safety.‘
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A number of valid reasons have kept the PC from entering the automobile environment, but the
primary reasons were limited technology capability and lack of application software. The

technology and software exists today to implement such a system. There are a number of

compelling reasons to draw from the PC and adapt technology and software to the automobile both

from the stand point of technology and business.

By today’s standards the first Personal Computers were primitive machines. They were 8-bit
machines operating at 5 Mhz providing .33 MIPS. By contrast today‘s machines are 32- or 64-bit

machines operating at 200+ Mhz and execute 220 MIPS. What the early systems did was to provide

were platform standards. An open architecture fueled a plethora of applications and hardware

peripherals enhancements. Standards emerged providing a number of advantages: low risk for the
manufacturer, increased market size and market growth.

At this point in time there are no standards for the “computer platform” in the automobile. Several

are being discussed in committees such as ITS but have not been ratified. In the meantime. the

market is ripening and could be ready before the standards. One method to safeguard investment is
to embrace existing popular standards. The Personal Computer offers such a standard. In addition,

there is an existing infrastructure ofhardware and software to be applied.

The size of the PC market continues to grow at an 18-20% per anum rate with no reasons to abate.

As shown in Figure 1. as of 1996 there are over 250 million PCs installed. As of 1996 there are 250
million PCs installed and over 65% of those are Pentiurn® processor based.
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1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

source Dnlqueet 1196

Figure 1. Installed PCs

Software too, advanced. The growth in personal computer performance is coupled to a

correspondingly evolution in SM’ and OS making them easy to use and efficient. The hardware and

software exist in a constantly expanding upward spiral. Software pushes the hardware to its limits

and new hardware is created to handle the increasing s/w requirements. Again, new s/w will stretch

the limits of this new hardware on an ever upward spiral. In the beginning, what little software there

was, had a clumsy man-machine interface (MMI). Often it required arcane commands to perform

functions. Rather than requiring many hours to study manuals, hardware has become self-installing
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and programs are intuitive in their operation. Added to this is the capability to perform applications
once thought of as exotic such as speech recognitiop, full motion video and high speed
communications. As a result, the computers have moved from the domain of the highly skilled

users to that ofeveryday unsophisticated users. '

Here again, standards play an important role. Operating systems such as Microsoft Windows’ 95 or
NT are shipped with almost every PC. Any application that wants market acceptance or any

peripheral expecting to be used, has the interface and drivers for this most popular operating system.
As shown in Figure 2 this is the de facto standard and it runs on the Intel Architecture.
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, Figure 2 Operating systems

Because the PC has become a standard tool all development tools have been designed to run on the

PC. This is true from Microsoft Developers Network to Psofi, to QNX to C and C++ compilers.

Many of these tools have tracked the development ofthe PC and age very mature and stable.
Another advantage ofusing the PC platforin in thetautomobile is that the target is also the

development platform, permitting native debugging.

The question

we must look at the automobile arch;

a bus such as CAN. To provide functibnito the‘driver and the passengers, the PC functionality will;

then bbcomes, “How to integtc the.PC to the automobile space?”4. To a‘n§,wer this.
*3At'presentitis,amultipmcessor distributed system an I -' I

be distributed also‘. The GPS. radio. wireless communication. displays, and all of the MMI willbe

distributed throughout the automobile. The PC bus will be a separate bus to avoid any interference '
with the functions on the CAN bus. On the CAN bus, many dedicated processorsperform their ‘

local functions such as ABS, engine control. etc. and communicate to the other components via the '

bus. All of the information here should be considered mission critical and not disturbed. The '
system operates in real time and must be deterministic. This precludes using this bus for the PC

system in the car. There is however information on this bus that is of interest and a gateway should

be provided. Information such as wheel speed and engine performance can be monitored as well as
sending information to the devices on the CAN bus
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Attachingthepe:-iphe:alsuothePCplatformanddefiningtwohnsstmcttnes,thesystemtakesshape
asinFngme3. Whilethepteviousdiscussionmeationtwobusesnhis systetnprovidesforthree:
CANlJl850,aUSB forthePCpetipheralsand l394forhighspeeddatnIransfensuchasfull
motionvideo.
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Figure 3. Connected Cu-PC Platform

USBisselectedbecauseithasbecomeastandardonPCs. USBptopagatesal2lWsdifl’erential
datastreamovera shieldedtwisfiedpair. Manyperipheralsar¢_:USBready. Windows9Ssupports
hotplug-and-play ofpedpherals. pefiphetals inthe automobile. For

e.xnInpIe,ifoneoft.hechild1enha.safavoritejoystickfitcanbeusedatanystalionwithtautrebooting
thesystemuoxeeognisethepew.-ipheral. Becausewindows 95recognisesUSB.mostifnotall

applicationpmgmmscanbeused. Usliisalsouaedttrinnerfacetotllecarenvixnnmentslrchasseat

sensomwindow anddoorcontmk. Slowdata,1evel signals, switches andlamps arebestinterfaced

to micxocontrollerxatherthantyingupvaluablepmoessortesomees. Baehelementofthe

automobileshouldbethoughtofasamodule.forexamplethed1ive.r’sdoor. Intelofiusthé

8x930Ax micmcontro1lathath:sUSB capability. 1‘hus.thedoorlocks.doorajatsen§of.WindoW
oontmlsandsensorsmdeventheminorcanbeinterfacedtodaenfiaooonuoneranditinterfacesto

thep:ocessorviaUSB. Upto256snchmodulescanbeincorporated. 'Ihe1394busisincludedw

providefuturehighspeeduansmiesions. 'I‘hiswillpennim1llmotionvideo(formovies)tobe

displayed at all passenger stations.

ThePCplatfonnisbuiltaroundtheIntelA1chitecnuefortechnicalreasonsaswellasthebusiness

reasonsprevionslydiscussed. Itpzovides continuous performance enhancements on awell defined

roadmap. Bachnewgene1ationofi'e1'sgreatetthat2:lpelfou'manceenhanoements. Theprodnct
dchmadmappemlmmeplafiwmuchhecmmmbescdeamefiomhwendpdceandpefionnmce

tohighendleadingedgeperformanee. Platfo1mscanbescaledfmmi486®proeessorthrough
Pentiump:ooessorsuptothecur1entgenc1ationPentiumPm;noceesor. Thispmvidesanotderof
magnituderangeintheperformaneeofsysmms. Inaddition,theyb1ingwiththemcomp1ementary
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techno_ll_ggy to further enhance the system performance. Two such examples are USB bus and
MMX technology. MMX technology is a single instruction, multiple data operation. The latest

version of the Pentium processor incorporated 57 new instructions to implement MMX technology.
As a result. high performance digital signal processing is feasible on the Pentium processor. In the

Connected CarPC environment, this could be used for image processing - MPEG2 decoding of
movies, noise cancellation, soft communication devices to name a few uses.

This scalability of the architecture permits a range of systems for the automobile. As an example,

three systems are shown: a navigation system. an intemet system and a multimedia system. These

systems are shown in Figures 4-6. The Navigation system is built around the Intel i486 processor

and provides: position, navigation, vehicle control, audio entertainment. The Internet system uses a

Pentium processor with MMX technology and provides: position, navigation, vehicle control and

audio entertainment as does the navigation system but it also includes: speech'recognition,

communications. The Multimedia system provides all of the functionality of the Internet system but

also adds: multimedia and games. This enhancement is due primarily to the salability of the

processor that allows upgrading to a Pentium processor with MMX technology.

I

Figure 4 Navigation system

As can be seen in the two systemsbuilt ardund the-Pent.ium_proc§ssor, there is it large degree of
commonality between the systems. The primary difference is in the performance and features of the
Penfium processor. The Internet system uses a 133 MHz processor while the Multimedia system

incorporates a MHz Pentium Piocesspr-,with MMX technology. Systems c'an easilggze .. -
differentiated on performance and fea§ure's.wl_‘1iler,etaining corpmbnglity over a family systengsfi 5
This core platforgn can be expanded mil éxtendeii in‘the ramfe as more performance and featurés I
are required, from the system. Itis designed to follow the high volume PC componqits for -
upgfadability and protection for legacy issues. The designer has the choice to incorporate higher ‘

speed Pentium processors as they become available or to incorporate the Pentium Pro processor. '

-9»
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FI¢ure6MultimedinSyslem

Conclusion: In addition to the technical advantages, Intel Architecture. provides a number of

business advantages. These are quick time-to-market and low investment costs. Quick time to

marketispossiblebecauseflteamhitectureisestablishedandfamiliar. Thereaxetinieproven,

familiar, robust hardware and softwaxe packages available. Native debugging is accomplished on

thePC. Thesolufionsuelowwstbwausemeyusemesamehighvommepmcessmsmatmeused

in the desk top and laptop computes. PC pexipheral components are widely available.

the need to develop new petiphetals. The tools are low cost and off-the shelf OIS and application
software exist.

‘Otherbrands and trademarksazethepropexty oftheirrespectiveownets.
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ABSTRACT

An integrated solution to seamless connectivity
and innovative in—trip services is being
researched at the Daimler-Benz Research and

Technology Center in Palo Alto. The Internet
Multimedia on Wheels Concept Car has an on-
board, integrated wireless communication system
and the computing infrastructure to provide
Internet connectivity from the car to any specific
server on the Internet while stationary or in
motion. Essentially, the car is like any other
node on the Internet with a unique Internet
Protocol (IP) address such as the Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN). Thus, an entirely

new type of services can be delivered to cars in
an efficient and secure way through increasingly
less expensive wireless data connectivity over the
Internet.

INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of the computing and
communications revolution, the Internet is

becoming more and more part of our daily life.
We send e-mail, check our bank account, read

newspapers, and “surf” the net just for fun.
New multimedia applications even allow us to
listen to “Intemet-Radio,” watch “Intemet

TV,” make phone calls, and do video-
conferencing over the Internet. By contrast, this
communications revolution has yet to reach the
automobile. Drivers and passengers in cars
typically enjoy access only to radio broadcasts
and occasionally television. To reduce the
unproductive driving time, people use their
cellphone for voice communication. Moreover,
today information cannot be personalized or
adapted to the driver’s and passenger’s needs.
The challenge is to provide the Internet’s
multimedia capability in the automobile
environment with varying and limited
bandwidth, thereby. enable a whole new class of
services to and from the car.

0-7803-4269-0/97/5l0.00 © I998 IEEE

At the same time, there is a strong effort in the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
community to stimulate research and industry to
build an infrastructure which will lead to better

traffic and transit resources management and
enhanced safety. From cost and reusability
perspectives, it is necessary that a single
infrastructure provides most of the functionality
instead of building a separate system
infrastructure for each service. Internet has the

potential to be such an infrastructure. The car is
essentially a probe in this model collecting and
sending data to service centers, which in case of
future navigation systems will be used for
building dynamic real-time traffic models that
would be used for on-demand route guidance
by individual vehicles.

VISION

First we define the tem “Intemet Car”:

An Internet Car is one which is like any other
node on the Internet. Although it is highly
mobile, it uses standard TCP/IP protocols to
communicate with the other nodes on the
Internet. An Internet car can be an Internet

client as well as an Internet server. The car in

essence becomes an open platform for services to
be delivered over the Internet .

Some scenarios where the Internet car would be

useful for drivers and passengers are:
0 Services from Internet service providers e.g.

safety, security, news, stock, city guide,
navigation, email, and movies.

0 Seamless access to office or home computer
from the car.

0 Personal devices (smart cards, HPCS) can be

used to personalize car seats, climate, phone
numbers, Internet services bookmarks, and

computing man machine interface.
0 Interactive audio/video games

Internet for passengers.
0 Personalized Internet based services e.g.

“my” commute traffic information.

over the
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0 Geo-specific information access on demand
e.g. “nearest” Chinese restaurant.

0 Internet based roadside assistance and
remote diagnostics.

It is an open question what impact Internet
content will have on the car, but it is our belief
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that ultimately it will be used to optimize the

safety and security of the car along with comfort
and convenience. Figure 1 illustrates a systems
view of the Internet Multimedia on Wheels

concept including a number of components that
may be included in a full implementation.
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Figure 1: A systems view of the Internet Multimedia on Wheels concept.

There are a number of ways to bring the Internet
connectivity and content into a car. These

methods differ widely in terms of functionality,
connectivity, in-car infrastructure and system
requirements. The strength of connectivity to the
Internet may range from a fully connected
model where data and services are available all
the time down to a disconnected model which

requires the drivers/passengers to bring Internet
data on a storage media with them.

MAJOR CHALLENGES

An overarching challenge for connecting cars to

the Internet is to define a system architecture
with flexible distribution of computing power

and communication between the automobiles
and the infrastructure. The answer may be as

simple as the cost of wireless communication.
At one end, the car may only have the

input/output devices and a modem to request
and receive information. On the other hand, the

car may have state-of-the-art computing power
with on-board storage media to receive raw data,
and to process it. Clearly, the form of the final
architecture will depend on costs and business
models. In all cases it will always be necessary to
maintain the integrity, security, reliability and
speed of communication.

Wireless communication is expensive and the
bandwidth is quite restrictive for applications
requiring transfer of other than a few hundred
bytes of text data. There are a number of

wireless service providers using different flavors
of communication protocols and bandwidth to
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support the Internet protocol e.g., the frequency
hopping spread spectrum Ricochet network,
Cellular Digital Packet Data (CDPD), and
Personal Communication Services (PCS). The
challenge is to provide the basic infrastructure
that can provide national or global coverage
without employing a whole array of modems.

The presence of multimedia information in a

moving vehicle can be a potential hazard to
safety of the car. It is essential that the software

architecture is open for development of new
services and benefits from being easily adaptable
to new and evolving Internet technologies. At
the same time a metric that will define what
services are deliverable to drivers under what

mobility conditions, and which services can be
used by passengers should be established to
optimize the safety in the car.

BENEFITS

Automobile access to the Internet opens up a
wide range of new opportunities for drivers,
passengers, and customer assistance centers. It
also increases the security and safety of the car.
The quality of travel can be improved by
personalized route plans delivered to the car with
up to the minute road and traffic information.

Drivers will be able to access their voice-mail, e-
mail, and travel-related infonnation such as

restaurant guides and movie theater locations.
The driver will have access to these services in a

hands-free, eyes-free manner through voice
commands and speech technology.

Passengers can additionally access richer
interactive applications such as on-board or

Internet games, audio-on-demand, and web
surfing. They can access information about
cities and historical places during a drive as they
pass them.

Drivers and passengers can also use their
personal devices like Smart Phones. Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAS), Hand-held PCs
(HPCs), etc., in an integrated fashion. Also, by"
integrating GPS and mapping technologies, the
Internet car becomes “location aware” which

will be used for a new class of services that will

go well beyond classical navigation.

For the customer assistance centers that cunently

rely on a “telephony-based” service, the
Internet car will provide a richer “datacentric”
multimedia environment to deliver new services

including operator’s help manuals and
intelligent roadside travel assistance. For these
new services, user interfaces will be designed that

allow easy and safe handling of the interactive
media. ~

By grounding the concept and architecture of
information technology for a car around the
Internet and open standards, the Internet car can

take full advantage of the tidal wave of Internet
based services, technologies. and devices for
many years to come, thereby transforming
driving and riding into a completely new
experience.

MOBILE SYSTEMS DESIGN

inherently, the design of a system to provide
access to Internet from cars must take into

account the mobility aspect. Mobility in the
system needs to be handled at two places. First,
at the point of attachment (for example, at home
or office), and secondly, during the time of
travel. There are standardization efforts in this

area already in the Internet community such as
the Mobile IP proposal [1,2] along with the IPv6
proposal to Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). In summary, Mobile IP assigns
temporary care-off addresses to visiting hosts
and directs Internet packets addressed to them at
the home location to be forwarded to the point
of attachment when a mobile (in this case the
car) moves from one subnet to another.

Networking may be carried out using a variety
of wireless technologies. Metricom, CDPD and
Satellite based systems are the most attractive
technologies in the US for connectivity to the
Internet from the road. The 19.2 kbit/s

bandwidth, CDPD wireless data service is already

available in nearly 80 cities and may be used in
conjunction with Circuit Switched CDPD to pro-
vide national coverage. Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) is still being tested as a viable
alternative for wireless Internet access. For short

range data transaction, high bandwidth is
typically the primary requirement. WaveLAN, IR
or RF based solutions are most appropriate here.
Finally, the new Java based smart card
technologies will link personal information to
cars. They will, in essence, provide a new way to
communicate the identity of drivers/occupants to
the car in an unobtrusive manner over the

lntemet. This information may then be used by

the car to provide personalization of the seat
position, climate, user interface in the car. The
ramifications of such personalization features
would include improved safety while driving,
because mundane information for access to

information services can be individually filtered
out.
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Internet communication is based on standard

TCP/IP stack. However, TCP [3] does not have

any special provisions to work over wireless
connections. It’s congestion control algorithm
assumes that a time—out in transmission is due to

congestion but not to the loss of a packet. So,
when a timer goes off, TCP slows down and
sends less packets to avoid the congestion. In
wireless networks it is very likely that the timer

went off because of the loss of the packet, so the

proper way to deal with this problem would be
to send the packet again as soon as possible.
Currently there are two major ways to improve
the performance of TCP over wireless [7]:

0 Indirect TCP [4] splits the TCP connection
into two separate connections. The first
connection goes from the sender to the base
station and the second from base to mobile

station over the wireless link. The drawback
of this scheme is that the semantics of TCP

as an end-to-end protocol are hurt. The base
station acknowledges (Ack) each received

packet in the usual way but this is no
guarantee for the sender that the packet has
reached the receiver.

0 Snooping Agents [5,6]. The basic idea
behind this agent is that it observes and
caches . TCP segments going out to the
mobile host and Acks coming back from it.
Therefore, it sits in the link layer of the base

station. When it sees a packet going out to
the mobile host but sees no Ack coming
back in a relatively short time, it just
retransmits the packet without telling the
source sender that it is doing so. When it sees
a duplicate Ack from the mobile host going
by, it also generates a retransmission
meaning that the mobile host has missed

something. The duplicate Acks are discarded
to avoid a source of misinterpretation by the
sender as being a sign of congestion. One
drawback of this solution is that the system is
implicitly aware that TCP is used as the
transport protocol. Also, when the link is
very lossy, it will run into the same problems
as without the system. This can be fixed by a
selective repeat mechanism which is applied
when the base station notices a gap in the
inbound sequence numbers. It requests a
selective repeat of the missing bytes using a
TCP option. The findings in [6] strongly
suggest that such a TCP aware link layer
algorithm improves the throughput and the
goodput over wireless links substantially
without compromising the end-to-end
semantics of TCP.

Our research would focus on the questions,
whether the snoop agent can be placed anywhere
in the network and how this would change the
perfonnance of snooping.

IMPLEMENTATION

In the first implementation of the Internet
Multimedia on Wheels concept, we have
designed multimedia units for two different
zones with the user interfaces as shown in the

following figures. In these units, there is a color
screen, channel select buttons, IrDA (Infrared)

transceiver to support hand—held devices, and an
audio outlet.

The access to applications is different in these
two zones. The driver and the navigator have
access to a single multimedia unit in the front
(Figure 2), and the passengers in the back_seat
have access to individual multimedia units

(Figure 3). The applications in the front zone
are more traffic and navigation driven. In the
rear zone, there is access to navigation, office
applications, interactive games, and
infotainment.

The driver has access to the navigation system
and local or Internet based services. He will be
able to use voice commands to access these
services from the Internet.

The passengers in the rear can enjoy a richer
multimedia environment on their multimedia

sets for navigation, games, stereo, or Internet
access. The built~in IrDA transceivers will allow

I-IPCs/PDAs to interact with the systems in the
car.

In addition, the hand-rest in the driver’s zone

has a slot for a personal device to enable the
driver to bring in personal preferences to the
car.

TODAY'S RESEARCH SCENARIOS

Drivers and passengers will use the Internet car
for both fun and productivity. The Internet
based navigation unit will plan a route which
takes into account real-time traffic information

and traffic history. Drivers will access news,
voice mail, email, stock quotes, weather

information all through a hands-free, eyes-free
audio interface. Co-passengers will access rich
multimedia information from various domains

such as infotainment, office work, and

entertainment. The car will empower the driver
and passengers to choose the way they would
like to spend their time from a large selection of
options and services.
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Figure 3: The rear passengers multimedia units with screens, channel selectors for games, computer,
* navigation, IrDA and Audio outlets

Furthennore, safety and security will be
enhanced because Customer Assistance Centers

will be always connected to the car. Services
such as remote door unlocking, warning for bad
road conditions, weather, accidents, and remote

diagnostics, will add to the safety and security of
cars.

THE FUTURE

Having an Internet address, the car becomes an

integral part of cyberspace. Not only can

passengers request information but also fleet
owners and customer assistance centers can

request information from the car or even modify
the car’s behavior. This ultimately leads to a
network-centric solution where the car can be

continuously monitored, and where in essence
every Electronic Control Unit (ECU) will be
addressable through the Internet protocols. In
fact, the very concept turns every car into a
probe with vast implications for traffic guidance
and control.
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It will be possible to analyze driving habits and
optimize engine performance. Customer
assistance technicians can download code to the

vehicle to perform diagnostic tasks or upgrade
the software version.

ECU’s can use external data from the

infrastructure to adapt in an optimal way to
weather conditions, road conditions, and traffic

to provide new safety services.
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Web on Wheels:

Toward Internet-

Enabled Cars
An open system that conlonns to standard Internet protocols for

communication to and from automobiles could greatly enhance driving.

Existing Internet resources can be leveraged to integrate a car into the

Internet. Service providers will subsequently produce innovative services

for drivers and passengers that will improve salety and security as well as

provide inlotainment.

he services provided to customers

through the Internet can be extended to
the automobile. Early versions of
Internet—enabled cars might hit the road
in five years or less. Portions of the tech-

nology could be available to customers in as little as

two years as an after-sales solution. Indeed, such inte-
gration could become essential. given the constant
access to information our_just—in—time world seems to

require. Integrafion could also be two—way: Your car
might also provide information to the Internet for the
purposes of remote diagnostics, among other things.

Unlike the portable method of accessing the Internet
with a laptop computer, an Internet-integrated vehi-
cle is truly mobile. Mobility sen/es as both a challenge
and a distinguishing factor in the design of our com-
munication and service architecture.

With the advancement of the Global Positioning
System (CPS) and other position~tIacking technolo
gies. location awareness emerges as a distinctive char-
acteristic of combining mobile computing and

automobiles. This knowledge will be used to build
communication and service architectures. For exam-

ple. a service could provide infonnation about the
nearest gas station or restaurant.

A safe and easy-to-use human interface for drivers

and passengers must be designed to bring lntemet—
based services to moving vehicles. For example, an e-
mail service must not require that drivers take their

eyes off the road. We employ various alternatives. such
as speech-based technologies. to address safety con-
cerns.

SCEIARIOS

Our overall goal is to provide "telemafik" (telecom-
munications and computer science) services to drivers
and passengers. What types of services are interesting
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to our customers and how we serve them are open ques-

tions. The Internet appears to be the most appropriate
infrastructure through which to conduct car—based
services.

Services range from the obvious to the innovative,
and include the following:

' Integration of personal data to the car using per-
sonal devices such as smart cards and handheld

personal computers.

0 Interactive audio and video games for passengers.
0 Personalized services on demand, for example,

personalized commuting information.
' Location-based information on demand, for

example, the nearest Chinese restaurant.
' Seamless access to office or home computers.
' Roadside assistance and remote diagnostics.

These services can be grouped as generic and loca-
tion based. Generic services, for example, real—time
stock quotes, are not directly car—related but are of

interest to drivers and passengers. In general, the
infrastructure for such services can be supported in
the same way as a desktop environment.

Location—based services directly relate to the car-dri-

ving experience. Because the car moves, its location
changes and thus brings new demands for services:

Where is the nearest gas station? Location—based ser-
vices are possible because a car's position can be
known at all times with cun‘ent CPS technologl.

An Internet car is similar to any other node on the
Internet. Although highly mobile, an Internet car can
use the standard transrnission—control protocoI/
Internet protocol (TCP/IP) to communicate with other
nodes on the Internet. The Internet car can be a client

and a server, and in essence becomes an open platform
for services to be delivered over the Internet.
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Figure 1. The lntemet-
on-wheels concept car
integrates a mobile
vehicle with services
available on the Inter-
net.
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The design of Internet access for automobiles
involves three major issues: mobile wireless commu-
nications, system architecture. and user interface
design.

labile‘ wireless communications

Networking requires a variety of wireless tech-
nologies.

In a local area, infrared (IR) and radio frequency

(RF) technologies generally provide high-speed wire-
less access of several megabits per second at relatively
small or no cost.

At the metropolitan level, technologies such as
Metricom’s Ricochet network are capable of access
speeds of tens of kilobits per second with a flat
monthly fee.

For a wide area, cellular digital packet data

(CDPD) and emerging standards, such as the General
Packet Radio System (CPRS), achieve speeds ofabout
l0 kilobits per second at a higher cost. Furthermore.
a plethora of new satellite-based systems are pro-

posed. When realized, these satellite systems will
deliver globally from a few kilobits per second up to

one megabit per second at a premium. Of course,
when all else fails, the wireless modern over the

Advanced Mobile Phone System (ANIPS) cellular sys-
tem is still available.

These technologies provide the basic infrastructure
for maintaining access to and from a vehicle. The main
challenge lies in selecting the appropriate technologl
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according to such factors as cost, performance. and
availability.

System architecture
In connecting cars to the Internet, a system archi-

tecture must provide a flexible distribution of com-
puting power and communication between the
automobile and the infrastructure. Basically. a car
could be treated as either a thin or thick client. Cars

with only input/output devices and a modem to request
and receive information are thin clients; cars with state-

of-the-art computing power and onboard storage

media to receive raw data and to process it are thick
clients. The key factor influencing this overall archi-
tectural choice is the cost of wireless communication.

The form ofthe final architecture will be detemiined

by technologies and business models. In any case, the
integrity, security, reliability, and speed of communi-
cation must be The software architecture

should also allow for the development ofnew services
and benefits that adapt easily to new and evolving

Internet technologies.

Ilser inerlece

Introducing multimedia information in a moving

vehicle creates a potential hazard. A human interface
both safe and convenient while mobile at vehicular

speeds significantly challenges the utility ofservices to
be delivered over the Internet to drivers. The require-
ments for a safe human interface also have a drastic

impact on the design of services for vehicles.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

The initial intent of the project was to design a sys-
tem to meet the challenges ofwireless communication

and the issues relating to a user interface in a car. At

the same time, the growth of the lntemet and the Web
brought to the fore a new way of network comput-
ing. The design that emerged from these factors led to
the concept of total integration of vehicle functions.
personal data, position awareness, seamless access.

and Internet-based services. Figure 1 shows this con-

cept, which we call Intemet-on-wheels.
Our system design has three major components: the

communication layer. the service infrastructure, and

the user interface. The reliability. security, perfor-
mance, and scalability ofthe system are also essential
aspects of our design but are beyond the scope of our
discussion here.

cnnnmication layer
The communication layer must be both open and

convenient:

0 Openness. In today's networking world, TCP/IP
is the de facto standard for communication. Most

applications use TCP/IP for communication, and
many resources and services available on net-

works are accessible through TCP/IP, including
the Web. It therefore must be used in any open

networking solution. TCP/IP enables the use of
many of today's existing applications, provides
access to numerous resources, and encourages

new service development. Furthennore, it does
not make sense to require the current sewers on

the Internet to change their sofiware or hardware.
' Convenience. Many wireless data communication

technologies exist and more are coming. We need
to support these technologies without additional
burden. First, we need to work with the avail-

ability ofa technoloy in a particular geographi-

cal region. Second, customers should not have to
change the technology they currently use. For
example, a user might be a Global Standard for
Mobile Communications (CSM) subscriber, in

which case the CSM handset should plug into the
user's car to enable communication through the
CSM network. To provide connectivity anywhere
and to account for the coverage ofdifferent tech-
nologies, one wireless network should be able to

hand off to another. We cannot expect a customer
to have the technical understanding to manage
the handotf, nor can we expect a driver to have
the time or attention to deal with such details.

Furthennore, a constant identity needs to be
maintained. Therefore. the necessary handoff
among various wireless networks must be seam-

less and transparent.

 
Wireless

Figure 2. A typical Mobile IP oormiunication network has a virmal home address.
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Figure 3. The basic Mobile IP amlritecurre seamlessly hands olfamong interfaces.

We omit performance as a basic requirement ofthe
communication layer. Although we want as much net-
working performance as possible, our ability to pro-
vide this in the communication layer is limited by

available technologies and wireless service providers.

So we try to provide an architecture that supports as
many existing or emerging wireless technologies as
possible, but we cannot dictate the performance of

those wireless channels directly. Therefore. the appli-
cation design should adapt to the communication

layer's capabilifies rather than the other way around.

Ofcourse, we will try to improve the networking per-
formance as much as possible in our capacity.

Basic comrnmication architecture. With augmented
handofi support. the Mobile IP's capability of main-
taining the same identity over various network access

points provides a natural solution. ‘3 Mobile IP supports
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a seamless handoff among multiple wireless

sanices fa .' ;:tgr:'fa<l:es in a manner that is transparent to theer ayers.

_mI'_uct‘. Figures 2 and 3 show the workings of the pro-
m "5 posed Mobile IP. As Figure 2 shows, the vehicle

13cfifin has a virtual home IP address. Any service

savings’ me cu provider or corresponding host would always. see eve cea a a ress,w c rscon—th hi 1 t th t IP dd h] h

“B ‘S . 63‘‘Id nected to the Internet at large via a home agent.
“I The vehicle connects through a particular

mfnguugmm wireless network and an Internet service

srpportssuclr
provider (ISP) and uses an IP address issued by
the ISP. The vehicle registers its current address
with a stationary host known as its home agent
In communicating with a service provider, the
incoming IP traffic from the service provider
would be intercepted by the home agent and

forwarded to the current address of the vehicle.

Likewise, all tr.-iffic to the service provider would be
sent to the home agent before being forwarded to the
service provider:

In the event ofa handofffrom one wireless network

or ISP to another. the actual IP address of the vehicle

changes. Such a change would be reported to the home
agent. and all subsequent IP traffic would be routed to
the vehicle at the new address. None ofthese activities

is visible from the applications that use the commu-
nication layer.

conlnunication perfonnance. Two issues afiect per-
formance in this environment: TCP performance over
wireless links and the handoff from one wireless net-

work provider to another.
TCP“ was designed to work for the wireline-based

Internet, which rarely creates errors in the transmission
of ll’ packets. In such an environment. TCP assumes
that failure to receive a packet results from oongestion.

In the event ofa packet loss, TCP slows and sends fewer
packets to lessen the congestion. Such an algorithm
works well in the wire-line network, but not so well over

the wireless link. However, when a TCP connection

includes a wireless link, packet loss is far more likely to

be caused by errors in awireles channel. Comequently.
TCP data should be sent faster, not slower.

The networking raearch community has done much
to improve performance over lossy wireless links. In
general, the proposed solutions fall into three groups:

' An end-to-end comiection is intended to improve

TCP performance relative to that ofwireless com-
munication.

' A split TCP connection divides a TCP connec-
tion into two end-to-end parts.

0 The reliable link layer has some knowledge ofthe
TCP.‘

The end-to-end and link-layer solutions work com-

Computer

paratively well. However, any end-to-end solution
requires changes at the TCP layers of both the sender
and the receiver. All sewers on the Internet that our

customers might contact cannot be expected to

upgrade their TCP software, leaving the link-layer
solution as the most feasible measure for improving
TCP perfonnance.

One link-layer solution employs a snooplngagent.5
A snooping-agent observes and caches the TCP pack-
ets going out to the mobile host on the wireless link.

Vl/hen the agent senses that some packets are lost (by
monitoring the acknowledgment packets coming back
from the mobile host), it retransrnits the cached TCP

packets. In this way, the snooping agent effectively
prevents the efiect of packet loss on the wireless link

from being propagated to the TCP sender and trig-

gering a TCP slowdown.
The snooping-agent method works well in a wire-

less local area network (LAN), in which the snooping
agent sits in the wireless base station. For wireless wide

area networks (WANS), the snooping agent must be
placed a little fiuther away from the wireless link. The
logical location would be that of the home agent

through which all traflic goes. Our research will focus
on the snooping agent's impact on performance rela-
tive to its distance from the vehicle.

The issues concerning handotfs and their effect on
communication perfonnance are twofold. First, hand-
offs exist among cells in a wireless network infra-

structure. Although transparent to the mobile host,

the handoff's impact on the communication layer per-
fonnance is unclear. Second. the handoff from one

wireless network provider to another has a much

larger effect. During the change of an actual [P
address, the registering of the change to the home

agent. and finally the rerouting of traffic to reflect the
change. some IP packets might be lost.

The impact of such a handoff could be lssened by
holding onto the existing wireless connection and
simultaneously routing the same packets to the new

address as well as the e>dsting one. With the new con-
nection frilly operational, the previous connection

closes. The vehicle has the advantage of knowing
where it is and where it is going to be and at what
time.

Combining such infomiation with the knowledge of
where the coverage of a wireless network begins and
ends, a new connection can be preestablished before

the current connection nms out ofcoverage. Such infor-
mation might be cached by the vehicle through the
experience ofdriving in a familiar region, for example,
a daily commute from home to work, or it could be
provided by service providers that measure and collect
the coverage of various wireless data networks.

In-car network. Most of the automotive industry
supports some types of bus architectures for control
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lntemet

 Query and
response of services

and data transmission. A bus system with bandwidth
large enough to support multiple video and audio

charmels is needed to support the Intemet—based mul-
timedia information in the car. The Universal Serial

Bus (USB), the IEEE 1394 standard Firewire, or the

Intelligent Trarsportation System Data Bus (IDB-I and
IDB-II) could be considered for such a task.

Multiple inputs and outputs—such as screens, con-
trol units, and audio channels——must be available for

use by all occupants in a car without any interference

with each other. This flexibility is relatively easily
achieved for screens and control units. but it is harder

to separate audio sources without using headphones.
Merging the in-car network with Internet commu-

nication services will provide an integrated internal

and external enviromnent for the occupants. A mul-
timedia infrastnrcture in a vehicular environment chal-

lenges the design. The storage media is an essential

component of an Internet infomiation-based multi-
media environment in a car. At a basic level, the media

might bejust a cache or simply a readable media such

as the minidisc or digital video disc, but the ultimate
solution will be a hard—disk—like unit for storing large
amounts of data that can be dynamically changed.

Docking of personal devices has wide acceptance

in the personal computing arena. People will likely use
devices such as smart phones. smart cards, and per-

sonal digital assistants (PDAs) to integrate with the
car's multimedia system. These devices might also be
a means through which to exchange personal infor-
mation between the occupants and the car for seat

adjustment, climate, and computer interface.

Service iiirastnictiire
Services for an Internet car are bidirectional. In the

more common services. the car acts as a client and the

service infrastructure supports such services.
Service infrastructure functions. The service infra-
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 Service information

registration and update

  S/Service
provider

structure has four main functions: It must search for

service providers, manage the user profile. deliver the
service. and use the service. Here we will not discuss

issues like billing and so on.

A location-indexed database is necmsary if the car
occupants are to easily search geographical location-

based services. The database must contain things like
service providers, Web pages, and other infomiation.
indexed by the relevant geographical area. The vehi-
cle's location detennines the scope of the search.

A service profile specifies what and how services
will be delivered to the customers in an Internet car.

The service infrastnrcture provides storage and man-
agement of a customer's service profile.

After selecting a service provider. the communica-
tion layer offers data transport functions. However, the
ability of the devices in the car to use the service con-

tent must be detennined. For example, large images of

a Web page carmot be displayed on a tiny PDA screen.
Service delivery also needs to adapt to wireless link
capabilities. A service proxy works well in such a situ-
ation.‘‘ By doing data transformation at the well—con-
nected side of the Internet. the data load can be reduced

and something easy to present can be created. By sym-
metry. a car-side proxy for the vehicle must act as a

server in certain applications like remote diagnosn'cs.7
The need to support ad hoc service types and service

providers means that we need to support automated
downloading. installation. and update of client soft-
ware for future. unknown services.

Service architecture design. Figure 4 diagrams the

high-level components in the service architecture.” The
service register and Iocator is essentially the location-

indexed database. This database accepts and responds
to queries from the vehicle for services and service

providers. Once a customer finds a service provider,
services can be requested and transactions begun. Such
service transactions might go through a proxy.

anthiteclure design
conmins these high-
Ievel conponenls.
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Placement of the user profile and determination of the
component responsible for the profile management
must be determined. This is essentially the issue of
how to distribute the intelligence in the system. 

User interface design
There is no precedent for the user interface of a Web

car. Obviously, there are safety issues involved in the
placement of screens, hand control units, hands-free
phones, and buttons.

User interfaces can range from a simple one-touch
operation to a fully interactive audio and video expe-
rience. Clearly, the driver, navigator, and passengers
have differing circumstances when the vehicle is parked
or in motion. A taxonomy of the driver, navigator, and
passengers with different human interface needs is a
good starting point to understand the basic differences
in the design of interfaces for these positions.9

Drivers might find a primarily speech-driven inter-
face most suitable, whereas passengers and navigators
can use a richer and more interactive interface. We
expect that a conversational, dialogue-based speech
system will be used in the future.

Large speech-recognition systems, especially those
that support natural-language processing, are expen-

sive and difficult to support in cars. Therefore, a net-
work-based solution makes sense. Such a solution is
well suited to a dynamic, on-the-fly vocabulary, and
conversational natural-language processing approach,
and it is cheaper to maintain and upgrade. A hybrid
between in-car recognition for the car controls and a
network-based approach for external information-
based services would be ideal.

The type of user interface chosen will be closely tied
with the nature and type of services that can be deliv-
ered to drivers and passengers. Mobility is no longer
only driving the car but incorporates also the states of
being at home, in the garage, on the road, and at the
destination. A driver’s safety depends on the state of
mobility, the time available, and the driver’s goals. We
intend to define a metric on the basis of the relation-
ship between these four human factors and the ser-
vices that can be delivered to car drivers and
passengers.9 This metric will be used to define user
interfaces that are safe and match the measures used
by Mercedes-Benz, the Society of Automotive
Engineers, or similar established safety standards. See
Figures 5 and 6.

The presentation and user interface architecture
shown in Figure 7 assumes that content providers sup-
ply the data and the semantics to describe the archi-
tecture’s structure. The presenter uses this information
along with the user input and status information (vehi-
cle speed, user being the driver or passenger) to render
and deliver content to appropriate output devices.

CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION
In the first implementation of the Internet-on-wheels

concept car,10 we designed multimedia units for two
different zones (drivers and passengers) with the user
interfaces as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Each of these
has a color screen, channel select buttons, an infrared
transceiver to support handheld devices, and an audio
outlet.

Access to applications differs in these two zones.
The driver and the navigator have access to a single
multimedia unit in the front (Figure 5), and the pas-
sengers in the back seat have access to individual mul-
timedia units (Figure 6). The demonstrative
applications in the front zone access information
related to traffic and navigation. In the rear zone,
access expands to include navigation tools, office
applications, interactive games, and infotainment.

Drivers can access voice-mail, e-mail, and travel-
related information such as restaurant guides and
movie theater locations. By integrating the GPS and
mapping technologies, the Internet car becomes loca-
tion-aware, which allows for a new class of services
that go well beyond classical navigation. The driver
will have access to these services in a hands-free, eyes-
free manner through voice commands and speech
technology. In addition, the armrest in the driver’s
zone has a slot for a personal device to enable the dri-
ver to bring in personal preferences.

Passengers can access richer interactive applications
such as onboard or Internet games, audio-on-demand,
and the Web. They can access information about cities

Figure 5. The front
multimedia zone of
the Internet car is
accessible to both the
driver and the naviga-
tor.

Figure 6. The rear
passengers have
access to multimedia
units that contain
screens, channel
selectors for games, a
computer, navigation
tools, infrared trans-
ceivers, and audio
outlets.
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and historical places during a drive as they pa$ them.

Passengers can also enjoy an enhanced multimedia
environment for navigation. stereo. or streaming
audio and video. The built-in infrared transceivers will

allow PDAs, handheld PCs (I-[PCs), and smart phones
to interact with the systems in the car and the Internet.
For these new services. user interfaces will allow easy
and safe handling of the interactive media.

For the customer assistance centers that currently
rely on telephony-based service. the Internet car pro-
vides an expanded datacentric multimedia environ-

ment to deliver new services, including operator's help
manuals, intelligent roadside travel assistance, and
remote diagnostics.

The intelligent transportation systems commu-nity intends to stimulate research and industry
to build an infrastructure that will lead to bet-

ter traffic and transit resource management and
enhanced safety. From the perspectives of cost and
reusability. a single infrastructure must provide most

of the functionality as opposed to a separate infra-
stmcture for each service. The Internet has the poten-
tial tobesuchanir1Erastructme.Thecaractsessenfially
as a probe in this model, collecting and sending data to
service centers. which in future navigation systems will

be used to build dynamic real-time traffic models for
on-demand route guidance for individual vehicles.

The spectnirn of service possibilities ranges from a
highly integrated, PC-like environment to a fully
autonomous network computer-like system. A safe
and convenient human interface design will leverage

the vast pool of potential services from the Intemet
for drivers and passengers.

  
Microphone
Pointer device

Alphanumeric device

Our research aims to investigate and prototype

future Intemet-based services for cars. By grounding
the concept and architecture of information technol-

ogy for a car around the Intemet and open standards,
the Internet car can take full advantage of the tidal
wave of Intemet-based services. technologies, and

devices for many years to come. 9
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The car as a

mobile-media

he .u'erag:_e automobile us-er speiicls

about seven hours per vveelL of

largely unproductive time behind
the wheel. Autnnml-;er.=aare lonkingat this

as an opportunitv. anticipating driver

needs by provitiiiu; ititorniation technol-
ogv to e.\'tend the electronic en\-'ironment
of the home and nI't'ice lo the aiitomubile.

lndustr}-' engineers are cle:-'-ignitig systems
that provide sa fe, affordable, and \-'a|uat\1e
int'orn't.'ttion, communiciition, entertain-

merit, and security.-' feattires. l-lowever,

their abilitv to do this is dependent on
building the riglil liardu-are and software
infrastructure.

One of the chief proponents of :~LtIIl'l
titterittgs is ‘.\-1it'ro.-ott. ln Ianuarv. the

L'I.‘.|I]‘tpd[1_\'flt‘tt"tLtltI‘lCI;’£‘l the .t\uto PC. the lat-

est member of its PC Lompanion line or
proclttcts pmveri;-d by the Wind:'.'-w.-.« CF

operating --._-.-‘stem. It bring.~. the benefits or

interactive speech ti-clinol-:g_v. connectiv-

it}. information on deinantl. and en-
hanced entertainment to the autonmtnle.

!V|i-crnsot't';~e in teraclive-s peecli technol-

og_v user interface enables the Auto PC to

respond to oral comntartds and com muni-

cate information to drivers, .11ltm'ing them

to keep their liancls on the wlteel and ::'}’e.s

on the road. l\"liI.'rosnft ertp-.-t't.~‘. the tech-
nolog__v to lJL‘l..'(It'1‘IL‘ wiclelv nccepletl as the
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prtniarv way of interacting with automo-
tire computing devices.

The Auto PC displayed by i\-'1icrosnI't is

the size of a car stereo system. so it can be

easily installed in the instrument panel. It

provides drivers access to personal infor-
mation and driving directions as well as

wireless services such as e-niail, paging.
and traffic alerts; a digital audio svsteiii;

an .-\M/FM radio; and a CD player. PC
Companion devices are designed to work

together, so users can share infortnation
between their .-'-\L1toPCat1cl Hancllield and
Paint PCs.

The Auto PC platform is expandabie

and Lipgradeable. The latest example. ver-
sion 2.0, allows a \'ariet_v of third-party."

applications such as enhanced 1’1£l\'l._i.‘;i'lll(ll'I,
wireless data capabilities. cellular tele-

phone integration, and vehicle dia,i.',no:-.-
ties.

The list of aI_Ittn't'luli\'L' rn.'tt1utacturers.

suppliers. and aftermarlcet electronics

vendors supporting the Auto PC platform
includes Alpine, Clatinn Corp.. Dnewoo

TL-lecom, Hyundai Electronics ll‘tL'lLl!~‘h‘Il'.*~
Curnpanv, IAN’ Cml:1H. intinit_v Systc-nis,

IBI... Magneti .Nlare|li, l\lD—Co., f*~'iss.iti

Motor Corp. U .S.A., l’S.-5. Peugeot Citroen.
Sanisung Electronics Coinpanv. United

Technologies Atitcintotive, \"isteon, and

platform
ill! iwzun lei.-t. .'l.-:.~‘:!t‘i:tt:‘ Editor

Vehicle and computer

technologies are merging as

the mttomotive industry

scrambles to provide

consmners with PC

fmtctiomiiity in their

vehicles.

Vnollcstvageii .-\C.. The first units on the

market .1 re e\peu.‘tecl to be front electronic

atteriiiarket companies in the second
quarterot 19'-‘H.

Clarion to market first unit

Clarioti Corp. of America is expected lobe

the first car audio manufacturer to bring
the .-‘tutu PC plattorrrl to inarket this

.-‘.pI'ini_r, or sumtner {see sidebar). ln early
Fet'trLi:try-'. the Clarion AutoPC was show-

uisecl in an lntiniti concept car called the

[ill Iixecutive Luxury Special Edition
(E1551. The concept-car unit takes the

core Winclmvs CE 21} operating system

and adds speech recognition, at car—ste-reo-
sized visual interlace, and other c.ir-ori-
ented features to create an inforrnation

and entertainment device for the car.
The Clarion +'\LttoPC fits within a car‘.~'-

instrurnenl panel. It allows drivers to

keep their eves on the roacl and their
lirtnds on the wheel while receiving, e-mail

alerts, dialing a cell phone. na\'i,:ating to .1
specific Liestination, locating a restaurant

or hotel. avcessi:ie_ tratfic and weather

conditions, or Cl‘taI1};ll‘Ig the musical selec-
tion on the stereo.

“Microsoft's open, expandable Auto
l'L” platform will bring at new level of ex-

citement .1I1dopporttit1it_\_' to the in-\-'ehicle
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systems market," said James Minarik,

president, Clarion Sales Corp. "Clarion is

bringing to market the first product in this
category. the Clarion AutoPC. demon-

strating our commitment to developing

mobile multimedia products that con-

verge car audio and personal computing

— allowing consumers to drive smarter
and safer."

OEM suppliers develop production
Auto PCs

A number of automotive original equip-
ment suppliers have announced plans for

development of Auto PCs, including UT

Automotive, Visteon, and Delphi.
UT Automotive announced in Novem-

ber that it would use the Windows CE

operating system to develop an architec-

ture for in-vehicle use,starting with multi-
media, information, communication, and

entertainment (MICE) applications. The
development agreement with Microsoft
will help UT Automotive influence and

pioneer product development, expand its

product lines, and position the company

to be the preferred supplier in the future

for in-vehicle operating platforms, ac-
cording to Roch Basson, UT Automotive-’s

vice president of electrical and electronic

products. Development of a computer
operating system is being driven by the
number of comfort and convenience func-

tiors being offered in automobiles. Basson
said.

In January, Visteon Automotive Sys-
tens announced it was joining forces with

Microsoft and lntel to develop a comput-
ing platfonn for vehicles designed to

 
Vtsteons Vfindaws CE-based ICES multimedia system has
Information. communication. entertainment. safety. and securityfeatures.
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"keep drivers safely connected to the in-

formation they need and want on the

road." The platform is based on the

Microsoft Windows CE operating system

and Intel Architecture microprocessors.

Visteon expects to be first-to-market with

its version of Auto PC technology in a

production vehicle and will pilot a dealer-
installed version of the system this sum-
mer.

At the 1998 SAE International Con-

gress and Exposition, Visteon unveiled its

Auto PC-based multimedia system.
Called ICES, the electronics infrastructure

hardware and software architecture sup-

ports information, communication, enter-

tainment, safety. and security features

Visteon says that ICES extends the elec-
tronic environment of the home and office

to the vehicle. delivering lntemet access,

an emergency service, and other features

such as a cell phone, climate control, high-

quality audio. and even movies for rear-
seat passengers.

By using state-of-the-art voice and

navigation technology, ICES can tell a

driver about traffic snarls as they occur
and suggest time-saving alternate routes.

More importantly, the system can also lis-
ten to and understand the driver's re-

quests to map new routes
"Our research shows that customers

want the time in their vehicles to be pro-

ductive, entertaining, and, most of all,

safe." says Charles W. Szuluk, President.
Visteon. “With ICES we've answered the
customer's call. Drive time will never be

downtime again."

Safety was an important consideration
for the ICES development
team. For instance, driv-
ers will be able to retrieve

and respond to e-mail.

voice mail, and pages in‘.-

ing simple voice com-
mands.

ICES is powered by
Intel Architecture micro-

processors and the
Microsoft Windows CE

operating system. By
maximizing integration.

Visteon engineers devel-

oped a system that is said
to offer automotive

manufacturers significant

cost savings and a com-

pact. lightweight package
that is easy to install.

Drivers will be able to
tailor ICES to the features

they want and add more
features by installing new

software — as they do with their home

and office PCs. Key technologies of

Visteon’s system include a voice-activated

control system and a Remote Emergency
Satellite Cellular Unit (RESCUL

The voice-activated system allows
drivers to control vehicle functions that

are usually operated manually — such as

climate control and audio — with simple
voice commands to help alleviate distrac-

tions while driving. The voice system
recogiizes natural language commands,

including a wide range of voices. lan-

guages, and dialects.

Visteon’s RESCU is a factory-installed

system that combines Global Positioning

System (CPS) technology and the cellular

telephone network to aid drivers in dis-

tress. lt activates automatically upon air
bag deployment and includes new conve-
nience features such as route assistance

and concierge services.

Also at SAE '98, Delphi and Saab intro-

duced a Saab 9-5 concept called the Per-

sonal Productivity Vehicle said to feature
the most advanced mobile office technol-

ogy — including communication, enter-

tainment, and computer desktop func-
tions. Developed at Delphi Delco Elec-
tronics System's Mecel AB subsidiary in
Goteborg, Sweden, the Personal Produc-

tivity Vehicle usesthe Microsoft Windows

CE-based Auto PC platform. It integrates
an AM/FM receiver. CD-ROM, lrDA, se-

rial port interface, universal serial bus,

COMPACTFLASH expansion slot, and a

high-resolution display.
The vehicle features steering wheel

controls. interactive speech technology to

respond to driver commands, and speech
synthesis to communicate text informa-

tion — again "allowing drivers to keep
their hands on the wheel and eyes on the

road." Through speech recognition. the
driver can send e-mail. obtain tum-b_v-

tum Global Positioning Satellite (CPS)-

based navigation to a specific destination.
ask for traffic and weather conditions, lo-

cate a restaurant or hotel, or change the
musical selection on the stereo. the con-

cept vehicle also offers wireless features in
which a cellular modem connection can be

used for vehicle-to-roadside assistance or

to receive e-mail and lntcmet information.

An infrared data link connects to Win-

dows CE-based devices. such as

Handheld and Palm l‘Cs or another per-
sonal handheld Data Assistant, for trans-

ferring data to and from the vehicle.

High-bandwidth connectivity is

achieved in the vehicle with a unique, ul-
tra-high-speed. fiber-optic serial data link
called Mobile Media Link (MML), which

Automotive Engmoenng tntomataonntfluay 1998
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systems currently feature only audio capability, MML offers
both audio and video.

Delphi and others offer alternative

in addition to the Windows CE-based Personal Productivity

Vehicle, at SAE '98 Delphi introduced another technology initia-

tive concept called a Network Vehicle that it is working on with

IBM, Sun Microsystems, and Netscape. With the concept, the

four companies demonstrated how existing hardware and soft-

ware technology — including wireless communications, global

positioning via satellite, head-up displays, voice recognition,
Java technology, microprocessors, Web access and collabora-
tion, and other lntemetl intranet features — can be integrated.

"Much of the technology to do this, including our head-up

displays, steering wheel-mounted controls, and man-machine

interface in the passenger compartment, exists today," said

Davowohleen, general director of engineering for Delphi Delco

Electronics Systems. "Working with vehicle manufacturers,

these technologies could be integrated into all types of ve-
hicles."

The Network Vehicle receives direct broadcast reception

from Hughes DirecTV and DirecPC satellites by use of an inno-

vative flat antenna embedded in its roof, which provides the

driver and passengers with route and travel information. to
movies and real-time stock quotes. Existing services that could

be integrated in the future include theft-deterrent technologies
and the ability to contact emergency services. Future features

include dictating and electronic distribution of memos; setting

work schedules; listening to, and dictating a response to, faxes;

and viewing videos.
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The clarion AutoPC
At the Consumer Electronics Show in Janu-

ary. Clarioncorp. omniericalntroducedthe
first Auto PC. The l-DIN unit fits in an

autorriobllds instrument panel and is built
on an open architecture platform powered
by the Microsoft Windows CE operating sys-
tem. It integrates car audio. computing lunc-
tions. navigation. and wireless communica-
tions via hands-free voice activation.

A key innovation of the Clarion AutoPC
is its use of Universal Serial Bus (USB)
architecture. allowing for compatibility with
other USB products. This provides numer-

ous opportunities for hardware and software
developers to create and market custom-
ized products for consumers.

speech application. the AutoPC can provide
status information and assistance. such as

turn-by-tum directions or e-mail alerts.
through speech synthesis and text informa-
tion presented on the unit's display. To
make finding destinations easier. the
Clarion AutoPC comes standard with a ba-

sic point-to-point navigation system that
provides route calculation from a user-
speciiled starting location and destination.
as well as accurate tum-by-tum directions.
Other built-in applications include an ad-

dress book. mileage log. and a hands-free
voice memo feature.

The unit supports an optional compact
flash memory card that can be used to ex-

when lost and pinpointing the location of a
911 call for immediate assistance. Using

wireless ‘push’ technology. the Clarion
AutoPC’s wireless receiver option allows
consumers to receive an array of custom-
izod information, such on real-time traffic.

news updates. numeric paging. voice and 9-
mail alerts -— all using text-to-speech tech-
nology.

To protect the car and Clarion AutoPC
inside it, an optional Clarion/Ungo security
system is under development. This system
has USB connectivity and provides con-
sumers with all the features lound in other

high-end Ungo security products such as
Electronic Logicsensor and Motion/impact

 
The Clarion AutoPC is a high-powered

AM/FM stereo with integrated digital signal
processing lDSP) equalization and a built-in
35 W x 4-channel amplifier. it comes with a
Hitachi SH3 processor. 8 MB DRAMI8 MB
ROM, and the first in-dash Clarion quality
USB CD audio and CD-ROM drive. which

supports an optional six-disc CD/CD-ROM
changer. The bacltlit 8-color LCD screen
provides consumers with an easy—lo-road.
icon-driven user interface.

The AutoPC unit recognizes over 200
simple voice commands. allowing consum-

ers to interact with the unit without taking
their eyes from the road. \Mth its text-to-

pand the onboard memory as well as pro-
vide an interface for other products such as
paging and hardware accessories Also
included IS an infrared data pon. enabling
easy exchange of data to and lrorn a
handheld PC.

A number of hardware accessories will

also be available. The optional Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) receiver works in con-
junction With the built-in navigation system
to provide automatic starting point identifica-
tion and location updates. The GPS acces-
sory. coupled with the cellular phone inter-
face. enables access to roadside emer-

gency services, such as providing directions

detector. When combined with the cellular

telephone interface and GPS. this system
also provides easy tracking of stolen ve-
hlcies ‘

The Clarion AutoPC will be shipping in
limited quantities in spring 1998. with mass
production beginning in June 1998. Sug-

gested retail price lor the base unit is $1299.
Clarion also announced at the Consumer

Electronics Show trial it would supply the
new mobile-media product to Citroen. which
will be the first in Europe to offer the Clarion
AutoPC.

For more rrifomiatiart. circle 103
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